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The present dissertation entitled* ••Bayesiaa 
Reliability Jaistiroation*' ©nbodles a brief survey of th« 
work done so far on the subject. Emphasis has been laid 
only on tiiose methods and approaches to the Bayesian 
Reliability Lstiroation which are planned to be used in 
the suUDse<|uent work. I have tried my best to include 
sufficient relevant materials in the systematic way which 
are contained in five chapters. 
Chapter I, is of an introductory naturik in which we 
have presented sorae concepts which may be helpful to 
grasp the ideas contained in subsequent chapters. 
In chapter II, we have considered Bayes esticnatcn: 
of the pararoeters and reliability function for the one 
and two parameters ex^ Kmcottlal failure time distribution. 
we have obtained a Bayes estimator for 0*^  under Jeffrey's 
invariance principle and have computed its mean square 
error. Further, Bayesian estimation of scale and location 
parameters and reliability ftincticHi of an escpohential 
failure law when the saraples are right censored have been 
obtained utilizing generalized qpxadratlc loss function 
and on aayes estimation for mixture of two'exponential-
life-distribution frcjTft right-censored sanples. 
( li ) 
ChaptcMT H I , is ^bevoted to the Bayeslan estimation 
o£ the parameters and reliability functions for the 
normal* Gmma, weibull and Generalized Ganoraa failure time 
distributions, A Bayesian estimation of 0^ from 
Gkl/B» pi has b«ien obtained using quadratic loss function. 
we have also studied the Bayesian estimation of the scale 
parameter for a generalized gansna distri}::ution. For 
e^iJ;mll distribution, we obtained Bayes estimator of the 
parameters when shape para&eter p is known and unknown. 
Chapter IV, deals with Bayesiaii Interval Bstintation 
with credible and Highest posterior • d€»isity intervals 
for the parameters and reliability functions of one and 
two parameters expoa&ntlalSs normal and v^ eibull 
distributions, we have also obtained Bayes point and 
interval estimates for failure rate* 
Finally in the last ch^ i^ ter V, v& briefly discuss 
accelerating life testing. Accelerated life tests are 
quite important frcxa an econc^ aical point of view, and 
it is anticipated that, with the developsient of Improved 
techniques to analyse the results of mich tests, life 
tests will be, in large measure, accelerated. Tliis 
chapter also represent:* a fairly complete coverage of 
the significant results upto the presenc time and 
estimation for a Meibull accelerated life testing nK>del. 
( lii ; 
In the end we have given a £air and comprehensive 
list o£ varicAis publications referred to in this 
dissertation• 
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CHAPTER-I 
SQM£ JBASIC _^»C£PTS 
l a tuaiDQH yjVRIABLE : 
A random variable is a numerical'-valued functicm defined 
on the sample description space. Often the function is the 
identity functicm. In this case the values which the randoa 
variable can asstsne are ttm elsroents of the sample descriptiem 
space• 
An event is any subset of the sonple description space. 
The event A^ and A^ are said to be mtually exclusive 
if the occurrence of one precludes the ocoirrence of the 
other« that Ls, if h^f) A^ * ^ • If A^ and A2 are any 
two arbitrary events* Aj^ U A2 means either ev«it A, or 
event A^ or both Aj^  and A2* end A^A A2 means the 
event A, and A2 • 
The point function Fix) m p \i^ I x(co ; < x } » Plx*^(-^i,x}t 
defined on R is called a di8tributi<»i function (d.f.>. A 
distribution function so defined has a nuiDber of important 
properties, vm use the notation P(x < xi «• P {(>> J X(c^  > < x 1, 
i:;very Fix.) , with the following propezrties Z 
(a> Fixi is nondecreasing. 
ihi W{-c>o) m 0 , F(oo^ » 1 , and 
(ci F/'"^  is continuous at least from the le^t« defines a 
vandctn variable of which F is the distriisution 
function (d.f.i. 
i . 3 pKyBJUaXLITY,.Dl^^ITY^FTOC|ION I 
A func t ion f def ined over R i s sa id t o be p . d . f , i f 
tixj • O , / f (x i dx « 1 
and i n t h i s s i t u a t i o n 
iix) » f f t t ; d t 
d 
where £ixj « — F(xJ 
dx 
1.4 isiiA^i:l^*iISTIC_^UNCTiaN_^Cjjfj5£ : 
Let X be a random v a r i a b l e with d i s t r i b u t i o n funct ion 
£(x> then t h e func t ion 
*(t; - ^ U e^^n 
.vhere t is a real number and i is the imaginaxry unit, is 
called the characteristic function of the random variable 
Thegrem^^.i The characteristic function of the sum of an 
arbitrary finite number of independent randan vari;^le e juals 
the product of their characteristic functions. 
J 
If A is a random variable of the continuous type with 
density function flxi, its characteristic function is of 
the form 
^Ui » £ I e ^ ^ ) « TtU) e ^ ^ dx . 
II)^ £91i*S«iji Let F(xi and *Cti denote respectively the 
distribution function and characteristic function of a random 
variable ^ . If a-fh and a~h (h > o> are continuty points 
of the distribution function Fix), then 
1 T isin ht .. 
F(a-»-h> - F(a-h; » lim — / ©"^^ #(t> dt 
T->'-c 2» -T t 
If the characteristic function is absolutely integrable over 
the interval i-'^t '^^i» then the corresponding, density f xinction 
ftx> can be denoted by #(t>• After dividing by 2h the above 
ec|uation becomes 
l-(x^ hi-i (x-h; 1 ^ Sin ht .^^ 
„ — ; e ^ ^ *(t> dt . 
2h 2« -^ ht 
when h --^ o « the expression under t^^ integral sic^ tends 
to e"^*^ i(t;. Thus we obtain 
FU+h>-F(x-h> 1 <^ ,. 
linj « —. / e "^^ #(tJ dt 
h -i>o 2h 2y» "^ 
««> F (x> » f (x^  - — / e ^* #(tj dt . 
2« "'^  
1,5 Okiu&a £»TAilJTICS 
Let Xj^t A^, ,.,, X^ be a random sacnple of size n from 
a probability density function F^(x,:u. Suppose that the n 
observations are arranged in ascending order so that 
X., ^ ^(2i ~ ••• i ^(nj *'**®'^® ^(li ^® *^ ®^ anallest observation 
and Kv the largest. In general, ^ /^» is called the i-th 
order statistics. 
The density function f^ Cx,9> of the i-th order 
'(ii 
statistics ^lii ca** ^^ obtained from the distribution function 
F.,ix,Q) as follows 
"^(i^ 
nt _ ni-1^ ^n-i 
,9) U,€/ » rF„U,8il ri-i\,(x,G)"i f^U.! 
(i-liUn-i^l '- ^ J T- X J X 
where f (x,6i is the d^asity function corresponding to 
F.Ax,Q)» It can be easily verified that the density function 
f. <x,G> of the smallest observation X Q . and the density 
function f Ix^ ei of the largest observations are given by 
f^ (x,8; » n f 1-F^(x,0> I fv(x,ei 
A/, J L -^  J A 
and 
n-1 
f, U,Q) « n I F.,(x,0; I fyCx^e; 
j-^et £ Cx> be a known function of x* defined for all x > 0 , 
and let K(t,x> be a known function of the two variables t and 
X, If the integral 
*Ui « /^KU,xJ Ftxi dx 
is convergent^ il(t> defines a function of the variable t ,* 
#(t> is call@d the integral transfoxra of the function F(xJ 
with Kernel KU,xJ. 
If 
"•tx 
K(t, x^  « e 
#(t> i s c a l l e d t h e Laplace transfozxa and w i l l be dem>ted by 
L | r ( x i } 
h L Fix) .1 « r e " ^ F(xJ dx . 
On tile o t h e r hand« i f t h e Kernel K<t,xi i s 
K(t,x-> - x^"^ 
*(t; is called the Mellin transform and will be denoted by 
H I Six) 3 
K r Fix) 1 « r x*'"^  F(xJ dx . 
A few elementary properties of the Laplace transform are 
presented here, 
1. Ihe Laplace transform is a linear operator. 
For any two functions, fCx> and g(x;, defined for all 
X ^ o , ana any two constant C, and C^ , 
htQ^tix) -f C^gtxJj » Cj^ LCf(x;3 + C2LCg(xj3. 
2. The Laplace transform of the derivative and the integral 
of a tunction tixi can be obtained as follows. Integrating 
by parts, one can easily verify that 
L t f'txi 3 m tL L f(x> T - f(o; 
and 
X 1 
L i r fix) ^ 1 m - L r f(x; 3 . 
° t 
3. The Laplace traosfoim of the convolution of two fvmctlons 
Is the product of their Laplace transforms. 
For any two continuous functions tixi and g(xj define 
tor X > o , the convolution of f(xi and g(x; is defined 
as the integral* 
X 
/^  f(x-x> gUJ d^ - f(x>*g(xi . 
f«ow 
L I f U>* g(x; 3 - il e " ^ C f f (X-A> Q^K) dx 3 dx 
X 
-^  ,-tx 
o 
3S '^gU> e'^^ dx f L I f(x> I } 
» L t f (x> 1 L t g(xJ 1 . 
This result can ue similarly extended to the case of three 
or more functions. 
It is to be remarked that, if the function f(x> for, 
alternatively, the function F (x>j is a probability density 
func^on of a continuous random variable X , for x > 0 , 
"Xt 
then L\£ixi^ is merely the expected value of e . 
The similarity between the l^ aplace transform and the 
rootnent generating function is apparent from the fact that 
the former gives the expected value of e , where x -> o. 
xt inhere as the latter gives the expected, value of e , 
where x can take any value on the ireal line. 
^.1 ^j^lABX^I|Y^FUNC|IC;^ I 
the reliability of a component (or systan) at time x , 
say i<ixJ, is defined as K(xi » P(x > x), where x is the 
life lenyth o£ the coRiponent. 
Ri,) is called the reliability function. Note that the 
reliability of a ccxnponent equals the pre^ability that the 
ccroponent equals the probability that the component does not 
fail during the interval [p,x}. 
In terras of p.d.f. of Y^ say f(.>, we have 
RixJ « f f(si ds • 
In teriiiS of t h e c . d . f • of A , say F(,> , we have 
R(X> a l - ? ( X < x ; 
» 1 - F(x> 
Reference may be made t o Hann, Schaffer and Singapurwala 
U97 4> and Qnedenko e t a i (1969> . 
^•2 t;^ S^ S^i:J2XDyAL_,LlF|; : 
Barlow and Proschan (1973>, The expected time until 
failure assuming survival to time x given by 
1 aC • 
H{X) m / t f (X + t> dt 
p(x> ^ 
is known as mean residual life* 
Thus Kuoi = i^ixi • 
we have 
u 
Lix.) » lira / X fix) dx 
n-^oo o 
u u 
« lira ! X F(xJ I - r F(x> dx } 
U -» -o O O 
u 
» lim ! u Ftug - u + /^ f-1-Flxjl dx } 
U 
« lim C f^ H(xi dx - u(l-F(x;} 
u->-o 
<£ 
s / R(xi dx . 
o 
By an unit we mean an element, a system or a part of a 
syscetn on the like. A faiJLure is the partial or total loss 
or moditlcation, of the properties of the units in such a 
way that its functioning is seriously impeded or completely 
stopped, xhere are many physical causes that individually 
or collectively may be responsible for the failure of a 
device at any particular instant. It may not be possible to 
isolate these physical causes and account for all of them, 
and therefore, the choice of a failure distribution is still 
an art. In view of these difficulties, it is necessary to 
appeal to a concept that makes it possible to distinguish 
oetween the different distribution functions on the ba^is of 
physical considerations. Such a concept is based on the 
i§4iMS-£§iS-ii4SSS;i2S' wbich is also known as bazard^^rate, 
Particularly in statistics the hazard rate goes under the 
naiiife o± iorce^of jsiortalitj;, in extremcj-value theory it is 
called intensity function and in economics its reciprocal is 
called Mill's i<atip. 
i.et Fix) be a distribution functicm of the failure 
(ranaau variable .\i and let f (x; be its probability density 
function, iiien the failure rate is defined as 
f (x> 
n^x> « -.-.^ —.- ,,,, (4.1j 
1-F(x> 
Here l-F(xJ is called the reliability at time x and will be 
denoteo oy Rlx> or Fix) • Also 
K ix) , 
hix) » , since fix) » - R (x; .... i4,2) 
Kix) 
The failure rate, which is function of time, has a probabi-
listic interpretation, namely, h(xi dx represents the 
probability that a device which has functioned without failure 
upto tiiue X will fail in tha time inter^^al (x, x ••• dxj . 
Frcxn r e l a t i o n (4 .2) we have, 
h(x^ m - —~— 
*-> - ^(x; «= — log R(xi 
^x 
x 
or Log k(x> Bs - / h i x ; dx 
o 
X 
or l-£ x^> « e x p . S - / hixi dx t , , , , (4 ,3^ 
From e.-uation Q , l ^ , we ge t 
X 
£ix^ = h(xj e>q5. I - / h (s j ds J . . . . . (''i.4i 
Therefore, given the functional fona of h(xj, £(x> and 
Fix) can be easily determined frora equation (4.3; and t«.4>. 
The mean residual life of a component of aye x is defined as 
f F(fi> ds 
* F(x> 
»^ie say that a distribution F(,> has decreaslny_,niean 
residual life if the mean residual life of a ccxnponent of 
age x is decreasing in x. A natural strengthening of the 
concept of decreasing mean residual life is to assume that 
a conditional probability of failure given survival to time 
X is increasing in x, i.e. h(xj is increasing in x . 
Distributions with this property are denoted by I£K, i»f. 
i5£E^£i£a-l^iii£S^2te. Distributions for which h(x> is 
decreasing are denoted by JJtt'R i.e. decreasln^^failure_rate. 
3 • i;ls*ili:.£difeyiiit-li!^£_i^iii'ISifi2Si2^i; 
A randaisi variable x Is said to have a exponential 
oistriDation it its probability density fxmction is ot the 
iorm 
fix/ « - e'^^"^^/^ ^ X > M > 0 
The standard form of the exponential distribution is obtained 
by putting *^ a o , 0 » 1 
f(xi » e~* 
ihe exponential distribution plays an important role in 
descrioing a large class of phenomena particularly in the area 
oi reliability theory. The exponential distribution has many 
other applications. In fact, whenever a continuous random 
varicible ... assuoiing non-negative values satisfies the 
assuTitption 
ir {X > B -i- t\K ^ sj » P (X > t^  lor all s and t , 
then A will have an exponential distribution. This is 
particularly very appropriate failure .when present does not 
depana on past, for example in studing the life of a bulb etc. 
A randan variable A is said to have a gamma distribution 
if its probability density function is of the form 
p-1 
(X-M; -(X-M>/© 
f (xj m --—-~- e t pt £ > 0, 0 < tx <. X < 
• • • • \<^«i^«X/ 
The standard form of the distribution is obtained by putting 
^ a 0 and C; = 1 and is expressed as 
p-1 -X 
X e 
f(x> = , X > O .... (3.2.i; 
(Tpl 
It p = 1 this reduces to a standard exponential distribution. 
if we put, 9 a 2, p « n/2 and M ^ O in {^i,^,l) we get 
i-ni-square distribution with n degrees of freedao. Thus the 
exponential and Chi-square distributions are the particular 
cases of gamma distribution. 
Towards its applications, gamma distribution gives ui.eful 
representations of many physical situations. It has been used 
to make realistic adjustments to exponential distribution in 
representing life time in life testing situations. The fact 
that the i>um of gamma variates is a garana leads to the theory 
of randaii counters and other topic associated with randon^  
proceiisos in time, particularly in metereological precepitation 
process, 
3.3 li^iSHi^iii^lSii^'liSli • 
A randan variable A is said to have a .eibull 
aistrioution if its probability density function is of the 
form 
p X - M p - 1 - c - i ^ j p 
tix) a - (-« i e ^ , p > 0, -^  > O, 
8 6 
X > M > 0 . . . . ( 3 . 3 . 1 ; 
i'he s t andard i i e ibu l l o l s t r i t o u t i o n i s ob ta ined by p u t t i n g 
0 a 1« M 31 u, and i s expressed as 
f i x i = p ^ e " ^ , X > 0, p > u . . . . (3 .3 .2 ) 
i t we pu t p a l i n (3.3.1>« we g e t 
fix> «: - g-Cx-Mi/9 ^ X > M > 0 . . . . ( 3 . 3 . 3 j 
which is the p.d.t. of an exponential distribution. The 
stan..ara fonrt of the exponential distribution is obtained by 
putting M = u , 0 « i . 
The use of /^ eibull distribution is reliability and 
quality control is well known. The distributictti is also 
useful in cases where the conditions of strict randotnnes.v of 
the exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is 
sametiti<es used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis 
of juantal resjjonse data [Johnson and Kotz (1970a;l . 
•l'h& ..eibull distribution has been used to describe 
fatigue failures (Weibull* 1939>, vacuuon tube failure (Kao« 
1938J, and Ball bearing failure (Lieblein et al, 1956). It 
is perhaps the most popular parametric faatily of failure 
distributions, being used as failure model. At 9 » 1, it 
reduce to the exponential failure distribution. 
3.4 NO^i^^-i^iiSSiiiiHS^ • 
There are many types of camponents whose failure behaviour 
may be represented by the normal distribution. That is, i£ 
X is the life length of an it^n, its p.d.f. is given by 
1 1/X "• M -t 
f (x^  • — ~ exp f- - L — — ) j -oo< X <^ 
a V2R 2 o 
-«= <i /a. <oc> , a > o 
A noxnial failure law implies that most of the items fail 
around the mean failure time i:.(xj s M and the number ol 
failures decreases as \K-ix\ increases. 
The c.d.f. for the normal distribution is 
£"(xv a / --.— eacp I - -< • — ) jdt 
ire 1 t^ 
x " ii 
» * ( ) 
c 
where #Vx> » /^#(tJ dt and 
^it> » —-.— e ' • 
/2« 
Therefore, 
X - M 
K(X> » 1 - # ( — — — > 
o 
[ i-*(2^j ] 
i4. *Uvi wUi LIU^ Oi BAYtilMi £STIMA1'I0K 
^.1 PKiUK i4i^i*> PUSTi-RIOR DliiTRiaUTICai : 
i.et X,, x^j* •••# x^ be n Independent and identically 
distributea ranaai! variables from a density f(x/*};, 0 belongs 
to ^T-, where the function f(,/3J is assumed known except 
for :. ihe probl«3is is to estimate a specific function ^KOJ » 
ihe Bay^ i^^ iun approach to the estimation of ^iO) assumes the 
existance oi a probability distribution on -n_ , This 
prob^ility <jistribution« specified by a completely known 
probai>iiity density ftinction g(0^, der.cribes the degree of 
belief in possible parameter values prior to an observation 
beiny Jt.ade, and consequently it is called a prior distribution, 
iiius thfe unknown 0 may be considered as the realized value 
of iDOiUv: tanaoiu variable 9 wlK>se probability density function 
gi,e> 1-. iino.m. The additional information of kno^m g(}j 
can be iucorporated into estimation procedures by means of the 
^vosterior ciistribution of 0 given x. « x,» x^ = x^ , ...., 
X as X • 
n n 




ri^ x_j^ , x^, ..., x^) « jl^  TT fCx^/DJ g{9J dO 
isl 
g(0/x-^, x^, ..,, Kjj/ iuay be interpreted as describing an 
experii>«jnter's degree oi relief in different possible values 
ot 9 after the observations x,, x^,...., x have been 
1. d n 
o 
made* and consequently it is called Posterior ^StrJLbutiog 
of e (according to Prior density g(,>i. Thus th& sample 
observations change a decision imaker*s degrees o£ belief by 
clrianginy a prior distribution into a Posterior distributic^. 
«ve have stm& prior information suggesting that some values 
of 8 are more probable than other. To be more precise, we 
assume that the elements 0 of (H) are the values of a randcxn 
variable it ti^ hose distribution has d^isity function g(0^ . 
Then the average risk associated with d is 
rid,9> »= f B.(d,e) gie^ dS . ® 
« / ( / I4d,9i ilia'i g(e^ d0 
% 
and Bayes rule suggests choosing that d for which T^d,qi 
i s rainiHiuBii, i . e . Bayes ru le s t a t e s t h a t clK>ose d K D , if 
It. 
tAi-Uqi < i"i<l,qit for a i l d £ D 
A decision function d which minimize tid,q) i s ca l led the 
Bayes solut ion of the decision problem w . r , t . the apr ior i 
densi ty g tOi . 
i'he r e su l t i ng mioiaj'Oiij of 3^(d#g) i s ca l l ed a Bayey r i sk 
r e l a t i v e to gC . i . Ift order to apply Bayea, we have t o assume 
tha t the aleaients of @ are the value of a randon; var iables 
e , whose dawsity q{9i i s known. 
In the problem of estlinatlon o£ a parameter 0 » ^ ^^ith 
the loss fonctlon proportional to the squared error, a Sayes 
rule .i.r.t, a given prior distribution is to estimate 9 by 
posterior laean. 
lo iix the idea, let f(x/9> be the p.cl.f. of x and 
qkBi be the prior density of 0 # then the joint density of 
4-^ anu G is 
Hance* the posterior distribution of G, given X = x, has 
the aensity 
TTi9/x^ . 1-.- (^ •-•M 
/ f(x/D>gl8id© 
@ 
TtMis when the loss function i s proport ional to the scjuared 
e r ro r , the j.>osterior expected l o s s , given x = x i s 
io find the act ion d t ha t minimize t h i s expression, we nsay 
se t the der iva t ive w . r . t . d in (4^ -^ ^^  ec|ual to zero, i . e . 
/ — i.(u,6j TTte/x; de » o 
ine tolution will be Bayes estiniater. It may be noted 
that ii the loss function is squared error, a Bayes decision 
rule . ,ct, a given prior distribution of d is to estimate " 
the aeaJi of the posterior distribution of 0, given the obser-
vation , 
Most r e l i a b i l i t y estiniation methods assume the existence 
o£ f a i l u r e data obtained frofa l i f e t e s t i n g , a randoa; saitiple of 
n devices frorri a hypothesized population of such devices i s 
placed on t e s t under specif ied envirorsnental conditicms, and 
f a i l u r e times of some or a i l of the u n i t s are observed. If 
each device t ha t f a i l s i s irtarrtsdiately replaced by a ae^^ one, 
the l i f e t e s t i s ca l led a t e s t with replacement/ otherwise, 
the l i f e t e s t i s sa iu to be a t e s t without replacement. If 
the l i t e t e s t i s tentiinated a t a specif ied time to before a l l 
n items have fa i l ed , one speaKs of Type I Censoring of the 
l i f e t e s t . Type l i Ctfarisoring occurres vihen the l i f e t e a t i s 
tenoinated a t the time of a p a r t i c u l a r (the r - t h , say ?" < tu 
fiiilurfe. in Type I censoring the nximber of f a i l u r e s and a l l 
tha tcuLlure time& are randoai v a r i a t e s , wiiere as in Type I I 
censorin-rf the nuffiber of f a i l u r e s i s considered fixed, and 
only raau0.a v a r i a t e s are the f a i l u r e t imes , 
apstein (1958, 196UJ considered several possible l i f e 
t e s t experiments, of which the most catnnionly used are I 
1 . l e s t i ng i s terrfiinated a f t e r a prespecif ied nxiriiiber of 
fa i lure , , have occured/ f a i l u r e s are replaced (Type 11/ 
itfii' censored teatin.;; with rep lac art en t ; , 
^ . i e s t i i i g , i s terrnlnatea a i t e r a specif ied nuinbex of fai lures 
have occurred,' f a i l u r e s are not replaced (Type I I / i t a t ; -
censored testing without replacement). 
3, Testing is terminated after a specified time has elapsed, 
tailures are replaced (Type I/itecn truncated testing with-
out replacements. 
4. legating is torminated after a specified time has elacsed,' 
failures are replaced (Type I/Item -» truncated testing 
without replacetri«it> . 
In case 1 and 2, the number of failures is a fixed constant 
and tiiae is the randcxB variable* whereas in case 3 and 4 
opposite is true. It is also noted that case 3 frequently 
denotes the situation encountered wl:^ n relia£»ility data ere 
collectea and reported for field operational device, 
Lfct I'l < To 5 .». i 1'r denote the randoro variable's 
corresponding to the observed sample of t ordered failure 
tiines. it tiic nuaiber of failures is an r.v^ It is denoted 
by IS. ufit n repiesent tae number of items placed on test 
aaa let to denote the test termination time. Let T represent 
tiie tocai t^ -.t tiii,e accua»ulated on all items including those 
that tailuu* and chose that did not fail prior to test termi-
nation coi.xeijponding to each of the four case above we have, 
1. i = rii' (r specified," T randoiiij 
r 
«^ i « "' T. -i in-r) 1 , r <^  n (r specific:;'/ T rau^lcyii 
i-i -^  ^ ^ 
3 , i St n t ^ ( t ^ s p e c i f i e d , R randonU 
4. T B F T. -f ( n-H > tf. # R <. n (t specified, R randcsn; 
i«l ^ 
In case I and 3« n is often the menber of test facilities 
available for the life test, in which case r roay even 
exceed n . 
CHAPTEH-II 
In li£e testing research the simplest and the most widely 
exploited model is the one parameter exponential distribution 
with p.d.f • 
1 
£(x\Q) « - exp (- x/B) , x > C , 0 > 0 
e 
tor which Ftx> » 1 - exp (-x/Bj , R(x; » exp (-x/5> and 
MCX> » l/S . 
Davis il952i examined different types of data and the 
exponential distriJCKations quite well. Epstein (1958^ renrtarks 
that the exponential distribution plays as important a role 
in liie testing experiments as the part played by the normal 
distribution in agriculture experiments on effects of 
different treatments on the yield. Bayes estimators for the 
parameters ana reliability functions for the exponential 
failure time distribution, Bhattacharya (1967>, Draper and 
Guttman (1972i, Pierce (1973>, Sinha and Guttroan (1976J have 
considered dcxae situaticHas where Bayes approach is suitable 
and appropriate. 
In section 2.2 we have considered the Bayesian solution 
ior the single parameter exponential fasnily when items that 
f a i l are jbiwjediately replaced and t e s t I s temdnated a f te r 
r nuBi4i>ers of f a i l u r e s C^jinha, 1980; we have a lso considered 
aayes estijaat r for Q xinder J e f f r ey ' s invariance pr inc ip le 
and have co-uputed i t s mean s>quared e r ro r and canpared trieye 
esti iaator with 1 and hcive drown the conclusion tha t Bayes 
estiihator i a inacinissible iPanday# 1982> . 
In sect ion ^,3, es t imator of G , M and r e l i a b i l i t y 
function w . r . t , the loss function 
•r ^ ^ 2 
Hd,S^> = -^^ i d - '^) 
when u^ j , ^> i s the loss incurred due to decision d which 
t rue value i s ^ . ^ome important caae are discussed (Khan 
e t a i i<19i3~' J . 
In t h i s sect ion, wve have also considered estimation of 
the iiiixiny paraneter , mean, and r e l i a b i l i t y function of a 
adxtare ot two exponential l i f e time d i s t r i b u t i o n s based on 
r iyh t censored samples from the mixed d i s t r i b u t i o n . ML 
featiiaacorti, Bayes est imators w . r . t . a proper p r io r and iijayes 
estiii«at-or w . r . t . J e f f r ey ' s p r io r are obtained lA.---. Fapadapoulos 
anu ..X, t a a y e t t il986> I , i.endenhass and Hader (19 38> studied 
iXii oi the paruitieters of miitturec of exponential l i f e time 
a i s t r i o u t i o n s . troaches (1963^ discussed the problem of 
iiiixturoi. of several exponential d i s t r i bu t ions and derived 
saue i n t e r e s t i n g proper t ies of such mixed popula t ions . 
tvl^ ^ylv, an.j -aniya (197 5j estiaiated the parameters of the 
mixture of DlnomlnaX and exponential populaticHis. 
In sect ion ii.4, under cjpiaai-prior dlstriiDwtion 
g(W,G> a -~ a > O , we have obtained Bayes estimator of 
paratrieters 0 and M and r e l i a b i l i t y fxinction. For a canplete 
sample case U" «= n) we obtain Bayes est imator of M and •'' . 
».a also consider sixrdlar problem for two parameter exponen-
t i a l o i s t r i o u t i o n with M > 0 # which i s a na tura l cons t ra in t 
in l i f e t e s t i n g experiments. Using a non informative pr ior , 
i^inha (19U6; . 
ll?g9£^-^Jt^ntl-s sender tha c l a s s of Jeffreys p r io r 
glG; u - - , c > u t the Bayes est imator of 9 (exponential 
parameters> wil l be r r r ^^ 
nx 
n+c-' 
Proof, (winha, 1986; ->ince the prior is giBj a -r » c > L . 
Conuiuer oma parameter exponential failure time distribution 
f VxlO; = l/D exp 4- x/Oi , x > o , 0 > 0 , 
Ihe posterior distribution of 9 is given by 
TT(8lx> m likelihood x prior 
K nx 
-1 oo 1 nx 
where K as / -«—«. exp ( — —— ) dB 
oo 1 nx 
. t 
using the result 
CO e3qp(- a/xi Vim) 
f ———TTT"'"** *^ " —"Z"' 
o 3 ^ ^ a'" 
subs t i t u t i ng a » nx , m s (n-(-c*>lJ we have 
- 1 r (n+c-l> 
Thus TTceixi -rr—2— , e > o 
r (n+c-lJ Q""**^  
The Sayes estimator of 0 is given by 
Q » a^Wip * J 3 TT(eix> de 
By in teg ra t ion we obtain 
(n^i'***'"^ oo exp ( - ^ i 




Hgmgr]c_X« i^quetion ( 2 . 2 . 1 ; can be reduced t o uniformly 
iTiinimtni variance unbiased est imator (U^IVUE; and minimvun 
mean square-error {Mac.) es t imators of 9 . By put t ing 
su i t ab le values of c , Also for e e l , giO) «• 4 
(Jeffreys p r io r i 
nx 
^ n - 1 
i * -
t'Or c » <i , g(G> « -"5 then 9^ « x i s known Ui^ VUE of •' , 
1 
A nx 
For c « 3 , g(9> = - ^ then 8^ » / ( n + i i ^^ '^ ''^ ^^ knoivn 
i4i»& e s t i m a t o r of 8 . 
iieroark^2, rfy u s i n g law of l a r g e nvunber i t can be shown t h a t 
Baye ' s e s t i m a t o r converges t o b'iVUt., Mi,£ e t c . i f n -^  oc. 
i5gffigrk_3. o t h e r p r i o r s can a l s o he used t o es t i ina te t h e above 
paraiKeters « a r t z and t r a i l e r il9&2) has cons ide red Baye*s 
ust iaiQteri under p r i o r s v i s . un i fo rm. t"^oninformative, Gim\n\a 
e t c . 
3£|}S2£SSi«iji:iai• Un<ier censored setfoples from 1/9 o"^^ , x ^ u , 
e > -^ , Assuming quasi-^^rior giQj a {^) , Sayes Es t imator of 
r e l i a u i l i t y func t ion w i l l be — i - ~ — -
The p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n of 0 i s given by 
r / 
_,_ ^i - ^ r ^ i i - S r 
TTt9lx; » e exp ( ) . . . (2,^.2> 
rcr> e 
where 
w^ r a r X,. . + t n - r ; x^ 
i = l ^^' ^ 
ayes as t i i i ia te r of iUt> i s given by 
k t a fciktlx) « J exp ( - t / 9 j TT(0lx; d9 . 
r 
-<= Sr - I r + l J s r 
« f exp I - t / D > , — 0 exp( J d^ . 
Tr '^  
Kt » . . . (2.2.3> 
^ i.^ticvat^a)iy. C\9&"^ ) 
!^S£S£^.i* J^^is e s t i m a t o r i s b e t t e r than t h e UfiVUi:. i n t h e 
sense t h a t UiiVUE d e t i n e d by 
,-^ t r - 1 
Kt = ( 1 - — J , t 4. Sr 
Sr 
« «-» , t > i>r 
takes value equal to zero for t <. Sr which is essentially 
a positive value. Also in some problems of Analy:is of 
variaJice i^iti takes negative value which is absurd. All 
t.het.e pro/jluTi,,; ara averted by H(t-*« 
iheoreni ^jt^s'^* iiayes estimator ot tte vaiiance 0 un er 
the class of improper priors g(Oi a - — — , c > 0 , B., 'l, ^  C 
I with reiipect to squared loss function^ for f e -^ -^, x>0, ">0 
(nx + a) 
.will be —•— -.—-—. for longer it will be admissible. 
in+c-2> (n+c-3i 
^£22l» i^'andey, 1982^ Let Xj^ , x^, . . . . , x^ be a random 
sasiiplu o l - i z e n froin exponen t i a l d e n s i t y 
f ix ,e> = I e*"-^/^ , X > 0 , 9 ;^  G . . . ( 2 . 2 . 4 ; 
which has mean 0 and variance 9 . 
Let the class of Inipropcr priors for 0 is 
1 
gt9> a -- exp ( - a/D; , a, c, 8 > C . 
The p o s t e r i o r d e n s i t y of 9 i s given by 
( r x.+a>"'^^""^ 1 I n 
TUOJxJ = = --TZ exp C ( r x-+a J 
r ( m c - 1 ^ G**"*"*^  0 i - l ^ 
2 2 2 If we consiaer a squared error loss function L{B »d; « ((5 -di , 
then Sayeo estiinatoi for 9 will be the posterior nic^ an. 
Hence Bayet. estimator for 9 using the squared error loss 
function is 
©^ » / e*^  TTtGixi de 
2 - 2 U x. + a> I nx + a ) ^2 
U-»-c-2i (n+c-3> (n+c-2j (n+c-3; 
... (2.2.6; 
we risk of the proposed estimator 9^  is given by 
^ \ e* I « Hi^ij, ) I , ... (2.2.7) 
"- in-k-lj (n+2j i L (n+l> (n+2; J 
2nx b ince we know t h a t - ^ - fo l lows Chi - square d i s t r i b u t i o n 
wi t h 2n ctecjrees of freedcfii and 
. r i \n + r> 
ji(x y = - « - — . - - - g , v^?e have 
/ (n ; n 
o 
n^x*^ -; 4n+2 4 
R-t'd) i (n+l> ln+2J 
i-*e p r o p o s e d e s t i m a t o r i s Pandey and S ingh (1977^ i s Y 
which h a s 
4n*5 . 
M£.i- L i 0 » — 0 . . . ( 2 . 2 . 9 > 
(n4-2^ (n+3Ji 
From 2^.<i.6i and (2.^.9; we see that iHS£ I- 9j J > MSt, t Y J 
therefore 9*^ is dominated by Y . Hence Bayes estimator 
J ® 
proposed here is inadndssible. 
Kgmark_1. in particular if a » 0 , c e 4 in equation (2.2,6; 




© • s -«—.-—*--^ ....^  X for large n 
^ ln+l>(n+2> 
( Fandey, 1982 >. 
2,3 i*^iiAW_*jSTIMAXIOi^OF_LOCATigN^J^ 
2 , 3 . 1 . Ci.i4jORfcD_^AMPLISG^FRa^_hJtf I 
Let A,, A2*... .# ^ be independent i d e n t i c a l l y 
d i s t r i bu ted randora var iab le iroa. exponential populat ion. Here 
n may be in t e rp re t ed as the nutriber of d i s t i n c t items each 
having exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n G ( 1/© « M, 1 > . 
Let ud for simplicity denote that first item fails at 
time ^(1 J* second fails at time Xj^i a**d so on and the 
n-th iteiri faila at /^j.» (failed items are not replaced>. 
To get a clear picture we have to record failure tiroes of 
these n items. But it may be noted that this is neither 
possible nor deslrable/n - , because life testing experim^its 
are usually distructiv a in that the items are destroyed at 
the end of experiments and cannot be used again. To overcome 
these difficulty* we may put these n items on test and 
terminate the experiment when a preassigned nisaber of itans 
say r(r < n> have failed. Therefore, if ^tii* '^(2J'•••'^(rJ 
are respectively the failure times of the first r items, 
then the livelihood of the sample is given by [see Sinha and 
Hale, 198u3 . 
n * r 
+ tn-rHx^^^-M>}i9| 
and ^^^xi» ^(^^'•••» ^(rJ^ ^^ called right censored sample 
where last (n-rJ observations are missing. 
2.3.2. ^I^_£;iiIi£^£i2^_OF_^9_^FuQ|>_C£|*«ORKD_i^^ *, 
Let ^(1^* "^(2^' ••"* ^(ri *^ *^® first r order 
statistics frau exponential model* then the likelihood 
function is given by 
(n-r> i e 
-r expj-f o<-n(x,. -M; i/:»i ...(2.3.1, 
where s - ^ U . x i ^  (n-ri(x^^^-x^ ; 
a T X/. + tn-r; X,^.- n X,,, ,,.(2.3.2> 
Let the joint prior distribution of ( M#9 J be 
g(M.9i a 0~^ e"®'^ , b > 0 , a > 0 , 0 > 0 ...(2.3.3J 
Then the posterior distribution of (M*9i will be 
TTvO,M»x,, , , . . . , x . , i t l^ ^ ( r r " r r^B * 
k -fii+a+nCXQ . - M J / ^ 
*^(li > M > - ^ , 0 > 0 
where 
- 1 X,. <^ 1 f s+a+nU/ , -M>/3] 
^( i> / T r + b - i ; 
- o ^ [s+n (X ^  ^ ^-^T+a] ^ * ^ ^ 
/ i r + b - 2 ; 1 
dM 
Thus, 
. . . (2.3.4> 
To Obtain p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n of M and 9 , we have t o 
i n t e g r a t e (4i,3,4> w . r . t . 9 and M r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
I 'herefore , 
"^""'"a^'N^; (^r>^  - "TiZ'^lT ^ e^^ 
. 0 ^ d^ 
. . . (2.3.5; 
and 
r+b-2 
n(s-(-a> 1 ^(1 J 
U^ (2> lr> r ( r + b - 2 ; e^**^ 
- fs+a+n (X^ ^  J - M ; / 9 ] 
do 
( i i+a i^^^ '^ 1 - ( s + a ; / ? 
( r+b-2i G^*^^ 
Ejcpression ( 2 . 3 . 4 j , (2.3,5> and (2 ,3 ,6J a r e a l s o given i n 
iiiniia and Kale (1980> with a » 0 , 
Lax. t he l o s s func t ion cor responding t o t h e d e c i s i o n d, i s 
L{dj^,9) - e*^  ( df - 0^ i ^ . . . ( 2 . 3 . 7 ; 
Then t h e e s t i m a t o r of 0 w i l l be ob ta ined by s o l v i n g 
o ^— TT(0/x^j^^....,x^^^i de - o . . . (2.3.8) 
6 Qi 
Now 
^i.(dj^#0 1-1 ^ a a+f 
2^ d, ( d, e - G J . . . ( 2 . 3 . 9 ; 
c)d, 1 1 
Therefore , i n view of equa t ions (2.3«6>, (2.3«8> and (2 .3 .9> , 
we have 
t 'SO 1 - ( i H - a ) / ^ £po 1 ~(s+aJ/ !5 
or 
p ( r+b-a- f -2> ^ 
cl . (s+a)*" 
•^  ( r+b-a-2J 
i . e . 
s+a r ( r + b - a - 2 ) 1/U 
d, «s «— , where A, » {—-~-—-"---—•} bfr~a--P-2 > 0 
^ A, ^ r ( r + b - a - f - 2 i 
"^  ..,(2.3.10i 
we note that i> has G(l/9, r-1) distribution* (Sinha 
and Kale (1930j;therefore* 
k.<&) « ( r - 1 ; G 
vc^; - ( r - 1 ; 0^ 
1 (r-l> 9^ 
^1 '^l 
Bias ( d , ; » ) - r — - - 0 J 
Let us iniiiiaaize t-hit. Hean square e r r o r (Hatj w . r . t . a , K^ cvj, 
„ —.^ ( 0 + 2 ( J r - l i 0 + a - Aj^ O I } 
f a A, 
£ i"i 
. . . . 13 i/ >ia> a « ( A , — r + l i O . 
f a 
1£ we p u t t h i s v a l u e of a i n (2 .3 .3> , we ge t g^M#3^a 0**^  . 
Thus l o r s i iRp l i c i t y , v/e pu t a = u i n a p r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n 
and proceesi f u r t h e r t o mlnlralse Miiii. w . r . t . f • Now with a =» 0 , 
( r - l > + ( r - l - A , ; ^ 5 
>iSi(dj_> •• 2 - — . 0 
1 ""^  
2A^( r - l J | -A^+r ] 2 
L' $ A 1 
l^OW, 
—— 52 0 » » > SB 1 + r — l « r 
/ ( r+ i3 -a -2J 1/p 
A « f — } 
/ ( r+b- t t - f -2J 
Iff [ s I and h = a+3 , Again consider its second 
derivative. 
2 '1 * 2 
M 2(r-ly{A, A, (A,-r> -»• A, (3r-2A. ^  i 
/'' -. 3 
'^l 
> O at A^ » r . 
r h u s Hob, i s minlimun a t f » 1« b * a-i-3 and a » c 
a „ ™ — , r + b > 3 
•^  r + b - 3 
( r - i ; + t 2 - b > ^ ,j 
Miiiitd, J « — - "5— 8 
^ (r+b- .3i '* 
T h i s e s t i m a t e was s u g g e s t e d by Al^rt and K i m i a n i (1981J and 
^ i n h a and k a l e ( 1 9 8 0 > . 
2 . 3 . 3 . i^¥fea ^£>JTI^ 1Ai^ 0R ,QF ^ Z 
L e t t h e l o s s f u n c t i o n b e 
t h e n t h e B a y e s i a n «>stiiHaLor o£ M i s g i v e n by 
A,, , , o i . ( d . j , M i 
/ ^ i ' —^ i TJifX/Kt. ,,..,.»X.,) dM - O . . . t 2 . 3 . 1 1 > 
wliich on s i i n p l i f i c a t i < H i y i e l d s ^ 
f- l i a -i p, r + b - l J 
u , « —«-«———.-.—.« . . , ( 2 . 3 . 1 2 ^ 
^ I ( a , r 4 - b - l > 
wi^iere 
^(1> **^  
Thus* for different values o£ a 0 0 and b « the Bayes 
estimator can be obtained. Mere, we consider in particular 
the case a » O « f » 1, ii.e. wrhen the loss function is 
squared;• Then (2«3.12> reduces to 
1(1, r^ -b-li 
d^ » ...(2.3.14i 
* I(u, r+b-l> 
Using t h e r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n ( 2 . 3 , 1 3 ; , i t can be seen t h a t , 
S+a 
d^ • ^ n 1 ~ -———— # b4-r > 3 . . . ( 2 . 3 . 1 5 J 
^ ^^' n ( r + b - 3 ; 
jblstiaiation given i n ( 2 . 3 . 1 5 ; x^as s t u d i e d by Mam and Kixmani 
11981> and Sinha and Kale (1980i , wi th a » O . 
2 . 3 . 4 . BA¥gfg fc^TlMATQR^QF^.i<|^LIABILI^Y_F^^^ I 
- ( t -MJ /B 
R(t> • e : 
Under this heading, we consider three different cases I 
Hi M known, 0 unknown 
(ii/ M unknown, 0 known, and, 
(iii> M and B are unknown 
Let us consider that the loss function is 
L(d,R; * R* (d^ - R^;^ ...(2.3.16> 
£SSi„i» *^  known, 0 unknown witlKiut any loss of generality, 
we «ay put M - 0. Let the prior distribution g(9; be 
0 
g(0> a e*** e"®^ . . . ( 2 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
Then the p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n of Q w i l l bm 
where 
r 
S • r X,, . + (n«-r> A^^ . . . ( 2 . 3 . 1 9 J 
i « l 
The Bayes estimator of Rit) with tl^ loss function given in 
(2.3.16> and posterior distribution (2.3.18) is obtained by 
solving 
f i— T T ( 9 A M j ' »«« ' ^ ( r i ^ ae » o . . .(2.3.20} 
^^3 
wli ich g ives 
[b+r-1 g jr s-t-a-i-at J 
[s• ia+ct+^t^ 
^t . - ( r + b - l J 
[ 1 + J . . . ( 2 . 3 . 2 1 ; 
s+a-^at 
If we put b « l , a c G , f « l and o » 0 in (2,3.2l> we 
get ai. expression studied by Sinha and Kale (1980) , 
Case 2. M univnown, @ known. 
ior simplicity, put G « 1# and apriori distributic« 
g(M) « 1 • 
Then the posterior distribution of M # will be 
Bayesian estimator of R(t> is obtained by solving 
t • T T ( M A Q ^ # •••'^(rJ^ dM « 0 ...(2.3.23) 
%i^iich g ives 
^ n • a fX, - . 
^ ^ « e ^J-' . . . < 2 . 3 . 2 4 i 
n + a + ^ 
Cgse_3 . M and 9 unknovm. 
The posterior distributicai of 8 , M w.r.t. apriori (2.3.3> 
is given in (2.3,4). Bayes estimate is obtained by solving 
!^^* t S TT(8,MA(i^#.«.*-^(r)'' d9 dM » O ...(2.3.25) 
-'-^- o f dj 
which gives 
f X,,. ^ 1 -{s+a-i-n(x,, ,-M)+(t-M)al/9 
*^ 5 - < 6 gr+b ® ^ 
X,,. ^ 1 -fS+a+n(x,, j-M^+(t-M)(a-»-^)}/^ 
which on simplification yields 
(• 1 n+a 
dg « ~-—~-—.-.-.-.—.-.-.^ —.«.-.«-.—«. , ———• ..,(2,3.26) 
r (XQj-t) b+r-2 n+a+jB 
5-fa(x. 
In particular if f - 1 , d « i O , ( ^ » 0 , then 
2.3.5. 9^.§Ay£.^_£.S|iMAri9^_FOa_MIXXjmE^^F^TwO_L 
The concepts of axt»itrary right-censorship in reliability 
and survival analysis have been discussed by several authors 
[j.D. Kalbflaisch, R.L., Prentice (1980J, S,'^, Lagakos U979^ 
and i-..J. Padgett, D.i, Mcfciiclwls (1984^1. In many life testing 
situations, items are reRK>ved from the study at various times 
due to circumstances beyotid the estperimaiter's control, or the 
test is ttirminated before all items <Mi test have failed. These 
situations lead to sane right-censored observations vhich should 
be included in inference procedures about reliability based on 
the life tests. 
iirbitrarily right-censored ssnplel Suppose there is a 
sequence of constants or random variables *^ ii* •••'^in which 
censors -'^ii* ••••-^ in respectively, from the right, 
i « i,2. That is, the pairs ^^4* ^i<^' J " ^•••^* i " 1»2, 
Constitute the arbitrary right censored sample from the mixed 
population, where X^. m ndn { X^., U^. } and 6<4 «• 1 if 
^ij " Hi ^^^ ^ij * ^ ^^ ^i1 " '^ ij • ^^^® *^*® experimenter 
knows which observations x^^ are right censored and which 
ones are not. 
Th« type of censorship depends on the nature of ^j|'s I 
1. If the ^14*3 are all constants, then the ^44's are 
tlnie censored/ if Uj ^  « c. • a constant for all j «» 
l***n., then the observed sasr.pl® is e type I censored 
sanople. 
2. If u.. e<^als order statistics K. among ^ii»»-»'^4n 
for all j n l,2..,n^ , then the sample is a simple 
type II censored sample, 
3« If for each i « 1,2 and ^4 4*s are i.i.d random 
variables and s~indep^ident of \\* •••^±n * then the 
observe sample (X^j* ^x\^* ^ " l#2..,,n^ * is a 
randomly right censored sample. 
For Sayes estdlroation, proper priors will be first - be 
used, i'hen Jeffrey's vague prior will be used. 
i» £jS^a?g£,S3E'l!9j[^..i^l!g:&£j:^iy;2B * ®^<^  ©1 have an Inverted 
gamma prior distribution with p.d.f. 
1 1 b-+l b 
g.ie^) m -- (—> ^ a esq) ( - a/B.) , 9. > 0 
I b e^ i i 
and let p^ have a beta prior distributicm with p.d.f. 
ria*0) a-1 P"! 
hipj m --.-.—— p q 0 < p < . l , q » 1-p 
These are chosen since they are conjugate priors for the 
indlvidiual parameters and mixing proportion. The posterior 
distribution of t0j_, 6^, p^) given the arbitrary right 
censored satnple is I 
1 (n+a+^i nj^+a-1 n^+a-l 
I (nj^ -i-a>r(n^ -«-^ ; ^ ^ 
2 n. -1 Y r.+b.4.1 Y 
X TTi( r x..+a.J r(r,+b.;l («*i * ^ exp(- ^) 
i«l j»l ^^  ^ XX o^ ^ 
^ j-1 *J ^ 
With respect to squared error loss the Bayes estimate of 
pj^  is I 
n + a + ^ 
Similarly, the Bayes estimate of 8,# O^* ^^ ^^  sure 
®i ^ajL'^i' • ^i'm * i " i**^  where "»i "' '^i '•' *^ i "" ^  
n.-fa Y, r,+b, n^ -t-^  Y_ r^ +b.. 
R (t,a,,a2#b,,b^> • -i_(--^-> * S — s (—»-> ^ T t>0 
n+a+fi Y^+t (n+ai^ f^  Y^+t 
'^* «^ fffrey.! ^..^fS^g^^jgigS* I'^ t the prior for 0. be 
g(0^;cL 1/9^ 1 » l,-(t, with beta prior distribution for the 
mixing proportion. The posterior distrilxjtion is 
i i 
i«i L ^ j-i J^ - j»i J^ ^ j«i ^ J ^ 
for the squaredHerror loss* the Bayes estimates o£ p. « 
Pi - Pi 
R(t> • R*(t; 0, 0, 0, o>, t > o 
The eiitimator p. I s p^ ^ s i n c e both pr iors for p^ are 
the saiae* 
2.4 TwO^ PAk^ HfcTER^ ^^ a^XPON^ IlAL MODEL I 
TtiffgcwB, 2,p4yl, Under the c l a s s of quas i -pr ior d i s t r ibut ions 
g(M#0> c ~ # - ^ < M <« • a , 9 > O i n case of f a i l u r e 
parameter 0 and M will be 
censored saaiple (Type II> from h e § Bayes estimator of 
r + a - 3 
Ui^ M » X(i^ "- -^.—.—M- ^  r + a > 3 
nir + a - 3; 
i O 
r 
where S ^r^ U^^^ - x ^ ^ ^ J + (n - rHXj^^-x^^^ i . 
££2fii* (o inha , 19B6J we c o n s i d e r t h e ca se of fa l lx i re censored 
samples . Le t X Q ^ *^^(2i ^ * ' " • ^ *(r> ^'^ ^^^ f i r s t r 
f a i l u r e t i m e s . Two parameter exponen t i a l d e n s i t y with p . d . f . 
1 -(2?iii 
fUlM,Oi - - e ^ , -"^<.M < x < ^ , 9 > C . . . (2.4.1> 
9 
The IDceliboocL i s given by 
n i r Cx^.*ii+(n-rMx^i^-ixi 
L(xlM,e> • — f exp f - =2^* ) 
( n - r ; S e B 
k^ , 1 
—^ exp 
0^ 8 




normal 1 z ing cons t ian t . 
The p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n of (M«0> i s g iven by 
K 1 
TT(M#9»XJI « " J ^ ; ® ^ - - ! s + nx^j^^-nM } J 
0 ' 0 
where g « { x^j^^, x ^ ^ j ' * * * * * ^(i- j J 
and X m / / ^ ^ r T T ( A . e i x ) d0 dM 
U 1 
X 1 1 
^ - ^ ' r ^ « ^ P [ - ; J s^nCx^j^^-M; J] d0 dM 
r -J 
-1 X,, . r(r+a-li 
k _ f ^ ' ^ ' j . i 
we use t h e r e s u l t / -ZTT*" «• -—— 
X a 
«-l r ( r + a - 2 ) 
k 
n S^*^ 
The ntaxginal p o s t e r i o r o£ 9 i s g iven by 
TT^Ceixi - r^}^ TT{n,e\x) d^ 
^r*a.2^-S/0 ^^^ . ! ! iUi -* ' ' 
e'"^ * r (r+a-2; 
n s ^ * ^ ^ 
(r+a-a^e*^^® ' n 
g r+a-2 e x p ( - b / e i 
/^^^ • ^ ^ dM 
: I — e I 
I —?T--'T— J ' 9 > 0 . . . (2.4.2> 
r (r+a-2> 0'^ '*'^  -^  
c^iirdlarly, t h e marginal p o s t e r i o r of M i s given by 
l l j iMlx^ « / II(M*9lx> de 
^r^B'2 ^ j^ ^1 fs+R(x^^^-M;| 
rHr+a-2 ; ^ 6^*^ 
a(r+a-2y ii^*^"^ 
de 
-zrrzT • - ^ < M <« x / , j 
Bayes e s t i m a t o r of © i s given by 
J t 
Q* m E (eix> » / e TT,(eixj d9 
vr+a—2> 0 
Similarly, 
Bayes estimator of M la givcm by 
r+a-2 ^ (1> MdM 
... (a.4.3i 
-^ .iZJ-- n(r+a-2i S / ?II«T 
By integration by parts we get 
X/,. * r+a > 3 ... (2.4.4> 
^^* n(r+a-3> 
SSSfll^i* *or a complete sanple case (r « n; and a >• 2 from 
(2,4.3^  and (2»4«4i Bayes estimator are 
n X Q . - X 
n - 1 
• n tx,, . - X J 
and e » ^ i — 
n - 1 
which are identical with the UMVUE of { ti, e ) 
t sj 
R«n3£k_2. The posterior ot M are quite robust for varying 
a in the quasi-prior g(M#8>a-r white the posterior of 9 
0 
are less so. 
yi?f9ifrfg•• ia^Jt'i' ^^^ ^^^^ t<wo->parameter exponential dlstrlbutlcm 
s expC- ^ ^ ^ • - ^ -w M ^ X # 0 > O , Bayes est imators of 
, 1 




(r+a«3>!n(x^jj^^+ s j - (r+a-2; s C^ ^ C^ 
and 
n ( r + a - 3 i 
C 6 
£-— , r -f a > 3 
C j^(r+a-3> 
" * ( l i r+a-2 r- ^ ( 1 > r+a-2 
where c^ • (1 • —^— J / M l + — - } ^^ 1 
s s 
and s - J^<xj^j -x^^j^ f (n-rHx^^^-x^j^; . 
££2fil« ^inha (1986; we obtain j o i n t pos ter ior of i^O) 
k 
TT(M.eixi - - j ; ^ C^ e3^l-f i)+n(x^^^- H)}/B I . . . { 2 . 4 . 5 ; 
0 
where 
- 1 r (r-i-a-2i 
nS " 
n x / , . r-fa-2 ^ » X / , . r+a-2 . 
and C « (1 + — i i i > / [ ( I .^ ^ i i i j j 
S '- g - 1 ^ 
t U 
r 
Note that s m t ^ X Q J - *(IJ^ "*• (n-r> (x,^^-XQ.i 
By integration we obtain marginal posterior of M and 
e are given by 
. , " ^ * ( i r ^^ n - ( r + a - U 
TT^(M»XJ » n ( r + a - 2 i C^S (^  1 + J U<JA<X^^ 
n ( r + a - 2> C^ 
ii I 1 + ) 
g _ 
^ g r+a-2 " '^^( l i 
and TT, ( e i x i • - r r t r - — — — ™ (©xpC-S/^iKl - e x p ( - ~ — j i , 
1 ^ r + a ^ r ( r + a - 2 i '- *^  ' J - "^  9 - ' 
o < 0 <. 
Hence Baye't, estimator of 9 is given by 
* c s 
0 " £(9lx> • —«-£—.—.- ^ r + a > 3 
c j^ Cr-fa-a; 
Sirailarly the Bayes estimator of M is given by 
(r+a-3;{nxQ^+SJ-(r+a-2^s C^ 
n(r-t-a-3> C^ ^^ ^ 
Using t h e d a t a i n Qrvtintos (1971i , i.(ix\x) and £ ( e i x ) a re 
t a b u l a t e d . 
CHAPT£R>ZII 
aAYfS|AM,.fcSTIM^IQM m MLIABILITY FUNCTIOM; QTHER„MQPELS 
3,1 IMYROOfCXIQa : 
In this chapter ^m have considered Bayes estimators of the 
parameters and reliability functions for Normal* Gamma.weibull 
and Generalized Gamaa feiilure time distri)|iutions • 
l5.Sf£l&^5.^ ^ '^  have obtained Bayes estimators and 
reliaJoility function for nonnal failure time distribution 
Gupta (1952>, ^ inha (I960;. Howlader and Sinha (1984; which 
considyer seme situations where Sayesian approach is suitable 
and« appropriate, ^inha (19Q5; has considered Bayesian 
estimation of reliability fvmction of normal life time 
distribution. 
Ifi 8y;tio» j* is devoted Gamma distribution and 
we have tried to obtain Bayes estimators for 8 « a being 
a positive integers* using generalized loss function 
L (g^ G^ - (9*^; C(g^/ - ie'^iY 
pjcoposed by £.1-Sayyed (1967> • 
Further conditions for estimators to have minimum 
Mi>£ have been obtained. Incidently, it has also been 
establisned that for the quadratic loss function, •*the prior*• 
t'3 
Should im proportional to e" to have minlmsB MSE 
estimators of 8^ • We have also olotalned estimator of 9^ 
cm basis of censored amaple, when M has been replaced by 
its m.t;»e. ^Qi* Alson the HS£ and its particular case is 
discussed in this section (Khan et al (1981i). For the 
instaneous failure rate M(tJ « is an increasing functicua of 
time t for p > 1 • This property makes the gaoRia 
distribution applicable to many life testing esqperimcmts in 
which the * aging effect* is expected [simbsRim and Sminders 
(1956i, Gupta (1960J, Green%iood and Durand (196o;« Barter 
U969i, Kendall and Sluatet il972i3 . 
In s<K:tion 4^  we have considered Bayes estimators of 
the parameters and reliability fumrtioiui for weibull failure 
time distributions iiAM» p is known and p is unknown 
Sinha (19eOi, Sinha and Guttman (1984i which consider some 
situaticms where Bayesian ai^roach is suitable and appropriate. 
Sinha (1985) has obtained Bayes estimation of reliability 
function and hasard rate of a iAieil»xll failure time distri-
bution. 
On section 5, offers generalized GaoKna distribution. 
For Bayesian estimation we shall o^nsider loss ftxnction and 
inverted gamma prior density of 8. we have studied the 
Bayesian estimation of the scale parameter for generalized 
gmma distributicNn. This result has appeared in Alam ^ nd 
Rizvi il9Bli. 
3 . 2 tjQRMAL^DlSTRIBUTIQH : 
1 
T h e o r y 3 j 2 , l « Under the c l a s s o£ qptasl pr ior gCM*o>a- or 
1 <" 
the c l a s s of pr ior s 9 (M«0ICJ a -7: # c > 0 , from 
1 1 2 
— - ~ » ejcp { - —15 ( x - M > ) « - ' ^ < x < 
/-^ ]'S±£r2 ' 
Bayes est imator of M and 6^will be - j — — -
\' 2 jn+c-2 ' 
and X * where M is the location parameter and o is the 
scale paratteter, 
PfOQf. The standard argument as given in Sox and Tiao (1973). 
The joint posterior of M and o is given by 
TT(M#OIX> m - - - - eaqp - —15 C A + n(x - M) } ( 
^n+c L 2o* J 
. . . ( 3 .2 .1 ) 
n . 2 
where* A » F (xj - x) 
i - 1 ^ 
- 1 r>j exp(-A/2o^; fr^ n , 2 "\ 
and k » / — — r r r ~ ™ Jexp f - -«5 (x - M> } dM i do 
2 -^ n A 
we have marginal pos ter ior of o 
IKMtxi -jTT(M#olxJ do 
-- (:/n+c-2>/2 t . .^ I ..r 
n 1 1 
iaimilarly, the marginal p o s t e r i o r of 9 
^ ^ .A/2o2 ^ . 2 
n h ^ c ^ - f n ( x - M ) ^ / 2 o 
2JI n±c-2 n+c-2 







• • ^ J " " ™ " " * ' * ^ ^ 
^n+c-1 0 
Bayes es t lmater of 0 
o • iCoijfj - /oTTCoix; do' 
(n+c-2V2 1 o-i; eaqp ( - A/2a ) 5 
» (A/2i -rr:=T- ^ —T-T " ^ 
r ^ c - 2 " (o j4(n+c-3;+l 
" ^ 2 frSr^^ 
•; i 
2 
Mote that Bayes estimator of 0 , viz.. 
o*^ m T a^ TK^Ijfi do 
n+c-4 
Bayes est imator o£ M i s givaa by 
tx m f tx TT( MJX ^ <3M 
—— r(x.-x^ 
Put 
g2 ^ . . ^ 
n — 1 
^* B(i. 
n ( x - M> 2 
5^ 
1 ^ y. 
1 c. \ X "" ^****/ 
r—- , (X - ^2j - S dt 
i 2 1 / ^^o—lS„ 
A^ . / I n4-e-2i M ^ t .n+c-l 
^SS^iLJL* ^^^ o^ o co inc ides with 0 for c • 4 and 
1 c^  "ix-'tiy 
Kit,) m — ~ / exp (--—.ij—i dx 
i 2 
the UMVU£ of a is the same as the Bayes estimator for a 
whfHi c « 3. 
iSiS£ll£^* ^'^3 ^ ^s the same ML£. and UMVUE of M for 
any cltoice of c > Q • (slnha* 1980J 
j^j?g9£g£-^ iy^ i^* '^ '^- t^® normal distribution N(M«O J the 
reliability at time t is giv^a by 
obtain Bayes estimatcr of reliability, 
P^ogf • »ve have « 
2 
1 o^ -(x — Mi 
R<tj = — ~ / cxp ( — — — « - — . ; dx 
O ^ 2» ^ 2o* 
1 -^ M^ 
B —-. / exp( - — J <3M 
V^  2i U-Mi /a 2 
t - M 
« 1 - # ( «-.— ^  
O 
Thus Bayes estimator of Reliability function 
• ^^ ^ ^ " ^ K t « 1 - r r*( i TT(M,o»xi do dM 
where TT(M.,OI2CJ is joint posterior distribution of M and 
o (^inha, I960;. 
3*3 GAMMA ,DISTRIBUTION I 
flAXfcij fcaxiMATOR OF e ^ : 
Let x,# x^* •••« 3^ be a sample of size n fronn a ganroa 
population ^(§# P* M^ ^^ assume M to be known and without 
loss of generality put M « O and express 
^ ^ '^^ -xlQ 
G ( -, p > » r = r — e # X > o , 0 > o, p>o , 
e 1 (pi e** 
2 Estimator for 8 and 9 # when /u. » Q and M y^  O , with 
ffifmfimnii tiiik: have obta ined. 
Let Xj^ , x^, . . „ Xjj have G ( | , p J d i s t r i b u t i o n 
then the p . d . f • of T » t x^ given by 
1 np-1 't/B 
f ( t i e > » =="- t e . . . ( 3 .3 .1 ) 
\np 
Let the prior distribution of 6 be g(0J proportional to 
•^ 5 i.e. 
9 
1 
gie) a -fr- ... (3.3.2) 
Then the posterior distiribution of 8 , in view of (3.3.1) 
and (3.3.4£> is 
g(8) d(t/9) 
/'^g(G) f(t/8) d0 
1 t^np-X .^^ 
TT(0ltJ . -----=- e ... (3.3.3> 
I (b4-np-l i gb4-np 
Let the loss function be 
n d ^ ^ ^ - l e V lid"")^ - (9^^j^ ... (3.3.4> 
Then the Bayesian estimator is the solution of (Sl-Sayyed, 1967; 
/ — - - L{d°',e°'i TT(9A^ de » o ... (3.3.5> 
«.£- L(d^e^ « —-. fe^^n d*^  - 0«^ ^ i^l 
6d*^  d<^  -
« 2^ e*^''^  ( d^-^ - e^^ i id°-)^'\.. (3.3.6i 
Therefore , i n view o£ t h e ( R a t i o n s (3 .3 .3 ;« (3 .3 .5J and (3 .3 .6J 
T - i j L(d*^.0**i TT(aA'» dS . O 
^b+np-i 
,ap c^; -t /D d /, e d9 
P ( b + n p . l i Q^^P-^-* 
I - t^"P-^ -t/9 
- ^ -crrrrr's-rr « <30 f W p - l T <^  ;5;nFal=at 
o r d"-*" - ^. J T*' . . . (3,3.7> 
P ( b + n p - t t t - l 
o r d a 
T- n (b+np-at - a p - 1 ^ i /i, « 
I (b+np-ai"-! 
r, -
using the approxJUaation I ^ .l-Sayyed (1967 > i , we get 
T 
d • 
C (iH-np-aT-l) - (^a/B + 3> J 
Proceeding in the same way« we get 
MS£(d> • "5 e ** ... (3.3.9> 
C* 
where 
r (np+a> r (np4-2d 
r(npi ' r (np> 
r (b+np-ci-i; , ye 
c . c j^A/p , b+np > o'r+a^+l...(3.3.10) 
a function o£ b, v and ^ . 
Now we wish to minimize MSE w.r.t. either h;,y or f . 
It is interesting to note that minimization w.r.t. any of the 
above three parameters leads to only one relation and that is 
b - CET - 1 
This can be seen by differenciating MS£ w.r.t 0 and equating 
it to zero in the s«ne fashion. Similarly it can also be 
shown that second derivative at ^ » b - a T - l / 2 a «• 1 
is positive. iChan et al (1981>. 
.'0 
• ' * PJi^ TlCULAR , G^|i;S : Our proposed Bayesiaa est imator 
of 0^ i s 
( i i Consider a > * l * 0 a i l « 7 « O , therefore b » 3 • 
Ttaas d » T / np •»• I and the est imator of mean (pSi i s 
«*P ^ /np * 1 • 
The refer«ace may a l s o be m a ^ t o Sinha and Kale <1980;. 
(np4'3;(np+2i (np4>3i(np+2i 
2 -2 2 n p X* 
Thas the estimator of variance tp6^ is «»—i——.——. , 
(np+3}(np4-2} 
(iii> a - 1 , i r - o , 1 - 1 , b » 2 
Then d « X is the ro.e.e. and UI^VU£ of (pG>« 
(iv> a m 2 , 7 - 0 , ^ - l , b « 3 
^2 ^ ^^ ^ 
(np Hh IJ (npJi 
2 
This i s an unbiased est imate of 9 • 
ivi If Xj^ , X2#. , .# X^ i s a ranckam swnple from N(M.o^J, 
n 
then T - r (x^-x)^ has G(|* ^ ) , i^iere e • 2o^ . 
• ) / 
n-1 
Now considsr a * ! * 7 « 0 « f « l « IQ>« ~ * in 
2 (3.3.7^ we get 
i.e. 
This i s tim estimator %d.th minimum MS£. Porther i£ we put 
h m 2 th&a o^ m T / ^ ^ , This i s the imvUE of o^ • For 
b « 5/2 , o^ i s m.^.e. of 0^ [Sinha and Kale (1960>] . 
Similarly other results can be obtained by adjusting 
a , $ 0 f and b • I t may be not«l from x«lati<Ha ( 3 . 3 . H i 
that in case of ^ m i , • r « o « i . e . ^Ama the loss functicm 
i s quadratic* t^ obtain uniformly miniaRim MS£ estimator for 
e*^  cme has to choose improi>er prior proportional to 6" ^ 
Thus we have estidolished that minioaim MS£ estimator are also 
Bay«m estimators under certain condit ioas . 
BAYESljUi fcSTjtKfTQR OF g"' IM CfiSSQRED SJtfdPLES I 
i«tte consider 
f ( t /©i « 
where 
^ - J i 4^i> * ^'^'^^ r^ - " ^(li • 
Now, if the prior is proportional to B"^, then the posterior 
Oistributicm will be given by 
TT(OJt> - pxTZT t e ...(3.3.11) 
and the estimator of 0 * will be 
^*a a r r^b^r-a-y-^i 1/0 
0 ^ . T"- ( 1 b4-r > at+a^+2 ...(3.3.12; 
' ^(b<••l>tn'-a^-2> -^  
and 
MS£(e^> « ^2 Q ...(3.3.13) 
%4here 
, pir+2a-l) (r + r-1 J 
P (r-l> ' (r-i; 
and 
To obtain minimum MS£ , vie have to use the relationship 
...(3.3.14) 
It may be noted that if we put $ " i, a • 1 and Y » O in 
(2.7)« we get 
T 
0* . , b + r > 3 ...(3.3.15) 
b ••• r - 3 
^. (r-1) + (h^2}^ 5 
with ..*f?£ (6 i - "Y- 9 ...(3.3.16) 
(b^r*3) 
iJ 
The estimator given in (3.3.IS) was obtained by Alam and 
Kizmani U98i; and also studied by Sinha and Kale (1980>. I£ 
we pat b « 2« then (3.3.15J gives UHVUE of B . 
«aip(-a/©> 
Thegyfffi^ |^ 4^ >j,. Under the class of prior giB)a —•—-g——- , 
e 
at c > u , 0 > Q 0 trom | >cP~ eap(-ai^/©>, x# p# 9 > O 
t xP + a 
Bayes est imator of 0 w i l l be -——"—•— , whosa shape 
n+c-2 
parameter p be known. 
gyffgf, The p . d . f • o£ Meibull i s given by 
p p-1 P 
f (x lp ,6J « - X exp( - X /B) 0 X , p , 8 > C . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 
e 
Let the shaype parameter p be knovm uid l e t 
^ e3q>(-a/©> 
g ( e i a , c i ^ g ( e ) a —«•«'——'- • a#c > O, 9 > O 
The pos ter ior of 8 i s given by 
TT(elx; • Likelihood ^ p r i o r 
where k i s normally constant 
r x j + a 




Bayes estimator of 8 Is givan by 
n+c-l t xP •!• a 
(I x*^  -I- a> exp f - — - g ~ - } 
Bayes estimator o£ 6 is 
(E x*^  + a; ^ 1 -i^~-f-~> 
p(n + c - 1) ^ 0^ ***="^  
p (n'-i- c - ij ' (rxP+ai^*^^ 
(r xP ••- a i 
- ...(3.4.2> 
(n + c - 2) 
SSSdl^ LJi* M^ch for large sample (in relation to a and o) 
will be <|uite close to the MLE 9 » T xP/^ ^ . For a • 0 , 
c « 2 # in (3.4.i;« the Bayes estimator of 8 is the same as 
the ML£ of 6. Uinha, 1980i. 
T]^Mrem_3^ji2. For t%io parameter Weibull distribution 
when p is also unknown. If we use Jeffrey's invariant 
prior, this leads to quite in tractable calculation. Note 
that Q *^ is the scale parameter and p is the shape 
parameter and assume that the prior distribution of (9,p^  is 
g(9; h(pj wher« gi&) a l/B^ , c > O and h(pi a (X/a> , 
o <. p < a vfith these priors Bayes estimators will be 
iwl 
and 8** » •.:,, L i»l„* 
n+c-2 a _ ,^, n ^ IH-C»I 
f P K^^A r X P i <3^  
o i«l ^  
Sinha (1984^ 
gyggf. Consider weibull p.d.f• givaa by 
P P""! P 
f(xlp,e^ • - X exp(« X /Bi , x # p # e > 0 , 
e 
Then ti-te posterior distribution of (0»p> 
n , D 
__ W> P-1 ;^  n x.** 
TT(p,eix> - -r-:: x ©^ jp - r -»- 1 ,..(3,4,3) 
n 
where X - TT X. 
i-1 ^ 
n p-1 
-1 a ^ a p X 
a»^ *^  - £ i • »<e#P«x; d8 pe » n(n+c-l> / —55 ^^zi xp , 
° ( r X P J 
i-1 ^ 
Integrating out a in (3,4.3; i«e have the marginal posterior p 
n p-1 n n+c- l 
P A / ^iivX. ) 
l l , ( p l x J - JT-XIT , O < p * a . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) 
Sirailarly we obtain th« marginal p o s t e r i o r of 6, v l z ,« 
1 a n p-1 n 
Q 1*1 
a n p-1 n XH-C-1 
f (n+c-l> A P \ / < r xP> <%» . , . ( 3 . 4 . 5 ) 
From ( 3 . 4 . 4 i and ( 3 . 4 . S i we obtain the c»>rresp<»idlng Bayes 
est imators 
<^ p-1 p-1 n n+c-1 
and 
1 ** i « i ^ 
a n p-1 n ^ n-i-c-2 
P i dp 
e* 
n+o-2 a n p-1 n n^c-l 
£ p \ / ( 5: X P i «%> 
° i«I ^ 
Regjirk,!. s inha (1934) ccmslder^i a Bayesian approach to the 
more general problem the paraiaeters, the r e l i a b i l i t y fancticni 
and the hazard ra te of the i^eibull p . d . £ . as a —^ oo . 
3-5 GA|*gaALX^ i^ 3__GAMMA, piaYRIBUTlO|i 
3 . 5 . I . BAYgaiAK^fcSTIMATI^ I 
We s h a l l consider squared error l o s s function and 
inverted gawE'ia p i i o r daas i ty of 9 . 
1 b+l b f— 
g<Q) - i") a (-a/9J//(bi 9, a > 0, b > 2 ...(3.5.1> 
e 
tim parameter a and b are assumed to h& known, we have to 
studied the Bayesian estimation of the scale paraneter for 
a generalized garana distribution. 
Let x^, X2* •••tX^ be a random sample o£ size n from 
generalized gamma distritaition and 6 has the prior density 
given by (3.3.1>, 
The posterior density of 0 is given by 
'i 
n 
exp f - ( r x . " • • a > / e j 
TTteiji ; • K . . . ( 3 . 5 . 2 J 
np-bi'l 0' 
where ^ « (xj,« x^* m,»0X^i and a and p are known and 
" a 
exp ( - C r x . + a ^ / 8 
-1 ^ i-l * 
K « f 6B , 
o gnp+b+1 
1 (np + b> 
i-1 ^  
substituting the value of equation (3.5.3> in equation 13.5.2> 
we have the posterior density of 9 as 
n n 
( r x.%^)^^^ exp{-( t X *+a>/9 
i-1 ^  i-i ^ 
TTOl^i « ..,(3.5.4J 
Thus Bayesian Jcstimator ot & , vuader square e r r o r l o s s 
f u n c t i o n , i s g iven by 
(npfb) 
" a 
X: XJ + a 
s+a n 
« ——^-. where s •» t x^ 
np+b-1 i « l 
Provided (np+b-li > 0 . The mean r i sk of T* r(TJ i s given by 
rk'ij - Eg ( / t 9 , T j > . . . 13 .5 .5 ) 
denotes the risk function of T (It may be noted that for 
squared error loss function mean risk is the SEone as mean 
squared error>. To botain rCXi we will have to find out 




E^ U^) m ia/B^fCp)) r^x^^^*^ exp(- x^/d) dx 
wlwre a • x*^  
n (p + i ; 
a/^ Up) ) 
( l / B ^ ^ ^ 
•f i:.<=(x i^ • pG . . . ( 3 . 5 . 7 ) 
^ a E^ ( r X. > • npe . . . ( 3 . 5 . 8 ) 
£A ( r x.*^>^ > » E^( r x^^S r r x '^^ x.** ) 
n 2 n n 
- r £-(x. *^)+ r r ^Ax^}s.Axy-) 
m n E^(x^> • n(n- l> E£(x°-)E^(x'^j 
KOW, 
£ ^ ( x ^ ; - ( a / S ^ (Tp)) / "x^P- l+2a exp(.x<^/©> dx 
» ( l /©^ l (p j> f^  2 exp ( -2 /S ;d2 ( t a k i n g z « x^i 
p(p+2> 
«• (1 /0 l(p>i '~—"""rr'J (l/^iP**^ 
« 0 p (p+l j . . . ( 3 . 5 . 9 ; 
Making t h e u s e of equaticm (3 .5 .7 J and (3.5.9>« we g e t 
" a ,2 , ^2 
« n ^ e V -»• np e*^  . . . (3.5,10> 
n 
i i ^d j « (l/(np4-b-i;>(a + t,A T x^)) 
* ' 1-1 ^ 
using the equation (3.5,8J we get 
i i j d j « a/(np*-b-l i>(a 4>np B) , , . (3.5,11J 
And 
&f{T'^) m U/lnp^b-lJ^'^CS^C r xf;'^+a^4.2a E-( f nf> . 
^ ^ 1-1 ^ ^ 1-1 ^ 
Substituting the values o£ equations (3.5.8JI and (3.3.10> In 
the above ecfuatlcn, we have 
SfiT^i - (l/tnp+b-lJ>'^(nV0'^ + npS"^  + a"^  + 2a np §) 
. . . (3.5.12; 
Making use of equation (3.5.11i and (3.5.12>, the equation 
(3.5.6J can be wri t ten as 
/ i 9 . T > - ( l / ( n p + b - l j ; ^ ( n ^ p ^ 0 \ np GK BK 2a np 9> + B^ 
-2e( l / (np+b-l i>(a+np B) 
iilmpllfylng the above equation^ we get , 
f iQ,Ti m (l/(np+b-l;i^f0^{np+{b-l>'^l+ a^- 2ae(b- l ; 
. . . (3.5.13i 
Mean rl^ ik, r(T; is obtained as follows 
... (3.S.14i 
UOVf 
m a / b - 1 ... (3,5.15> 
Similarly it can easily be verified that 
cgle^J m a V (b-lXb-a; ... <3.5.16y 
Substituting the values of equation (3•5.15J and (3.3,16> in 
equation (3.5.14j, we have 
^^ •^^  - ^^/(np4.b«l^'^^^'^P*^^^^'^^^*''Ab.li(b-2i^ 
+ a^ - 2a^tb-l>/(b-l; . 
•> —-———•-—.—.-» (a np -f &n> - a^i 
(np+b-lJ*Cb-lJ(b-2; 
2 
« — , ... 13.5.17> 
(np^b-1^(b-l> Cb-2i 
Alas and F4.svi (1981i. 
" • '.J 
CHAPTER-IV 
BAY§SIAH^IKT£&yAL_gSTIMATIOH 
The Bayeslan approach to interval estimation is much 
more direct than the classical approach based on confidence 
intervals, v^e restrict our attention to the case of a 
single parameter 9 for which an interval estimate is 
desired. The posterior distrilxition of (H) given x has 
been obtained* a sytiKitetric 100(l>Ti% two-sided Bayes 
probability interval (lOO(l-ir>TBPl) estimate of 9 is 
easily obtained by solving the two equations 
C f 
f ^ TT(9lx> d0 « - * ••• ^ *»^«^^ 
and 
T'T TTceixi ae « - . ••• ^^ -^ -^ ^ 
^2 2 
An equal tall (1-7 > credible interval (c,# C-) for 0 is 
given by 
/ ^ TTteixi d© » /„ TTceix; de - - ••• ^*-i«3^ 
_oo - 2 * 2 
for the lower liinit C, and the upper limit €2* Bayeslan 
call this interval based on the posterior distribution a 
*'credible Interval** (Edwards, Lindraan and Savage, 1963; -
and interval which contains a certain fraction of the 
degr«« of belief. The interval fCj^ , cj^ is said to be a 
(1-7>-credible interval for 0 if 
C, 
tj" TT(9lx> - l-t . ... (4.1.4) 
^1 
An interval [c.« C^ l which simultaneously satisfy (4.1.3> 
and (4.1*4> is called short test (1-TJ credible interval. 
Hfm interval fCj^ # C^ l is referred to^as a **lQOil'-^i% 
TByi estimate of G. Bayes interval estimation called 
sometimes probability interval estimated*. 
FurtlM>rmore« a 100(1-7 >% lower tme-sided Bayes 
probability interval [l00(l-7)% lapi] estimate of 0 may be 
obtained by solving (4.1.1) for Qy^ with 7/2 replaced 
by 7 . Similarly, a 100(1-7)54 upper one sided Bayes 
probability interval (l00(l-7)% UBPl) estimate of B may be 
obtained by (4.1.2) for C~ with 7/2 replaced by 7 • 
An interval which simultanecnisly satisfies the 
following conditions • 
(ii for a given prc^ability content P« the interval should 
be as Short as possible. 
(ii> the posterior density at every point inside the interval 
be greater than that for every point outside it so that 
the interval includes more probable values of the 
parameter and excludes less probable values is called 
the jriighest Posterior Density or HPD interval (Box 
and liao, 197 3> . 
/ =J 
For a unimodal but not necessarily sjpmetricel posterior 
density, the shortest credible and the HPl>>intervals are one 
and the sa»e (£vans« 1976i• 
Chapter IV deals with credible and Highest posterior 
density intervals parsneter Esqponential, Hoznal and weibull 
distribution, [see Box and Tia (1973}/ sinha and Outtman (1976, 
1984^; Sinha and Howlader (1983i and Howlader and Sinha (1984)1. 
4.2 JEXPQM£MTIAL DISTRIBOTIQH : 
We will discuss the credible and HPD»intervals for the 
posterior distributicAs and Bayes estiaators of the parameters 
and reliability functions of one and tw> parameter exponential 
distribution. 
CkMisider Jeffrey's prior g{Q)as end complete sample 
X « ixyt x^* •••* ^i from p.d.f. 
f(x/©> " I exp( - x/B) 0 X, e > 0 
The posterior distribution of 9 is given by 
S** ea^i* S/Qi n 
TT(e/ii - .:;=;r—nil— * e > o . s - r x. 
fTST 0***^  i - i ^ 
t h a t ^ %^C2n> 
t Cj 
- - J ^ TT(8/j5> d0 • ?(e < Q^i 





where X (K, ^ > » upper 100KJ4 point of a X d i s t r i lmt lon 
<»rith ^ ckigretts of freedom • 
£>iinilarly 
2S 
Thus the lUOd-T^jt credible interval for 9 is giviui by 
2S 
(C, ,C,, i - ( —«-- , — 5 2 ^ ... (4.2.1> 
'^ ^ " '- ^ 2(|,2n> x^l-l'2»> -^  
The p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n TT(0lxi being unimodal* the 
r ( g j (Qj "^  
correspcmding HPD-interval L**L # **U J ®******^ *^  
sinailtanecnisly s a t i s f y 
(e 
1 - t - P H^ < 8 < H„ » »U 
and 
which leads t o 
1 - 7 
(9> (9> 
p 
25 2 2S 
and 
exp 




Similarly, for the reliability function 
R(t;a> ^ R(t> • exp (-t/9> , t, 9 > O 
' o 
the (I'-Y) credible limits R, and R^ must satisfy 
- « p { R ( t ; < R, 1 • p f R, < R { t ; J 
2 A ^ 
which i m p l i e s 
- » P { e3qp(- ~ > <t R, } » P f 9 < —.-—«— » c . 1 
2 * ! l o g ( ~ - J 
(8> - t X^Cl, 2n> 
Hence R, « eaqp C - t i C , J « exp f — — . — — - — } , 
i- ^ 2S 
^ i i o i l a r l y ^ 
.2 ^ 
- t 77 ( 1 - - . 2n ; 
R„ - exp { ^ 1 . 
^ 2S 
Thus t h e 100(1-7>:^ c r e d i b l e i n t e r v a l f o r R ( t ; i s g i v e n by 
r !R(t;) !R(t>ll r -t7^( | ,2n; -ty^(i- l ,2n; 1 
) C. , a , I - expf - — 5 J,expf ^ i } 
t ^ " J L 2S 2S J 
. . . ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
The p o s t e r i o r d e n s i t y of R ( t ; ^ R g i v e n by 
s 1 r- 1 n - l ( s l t j - l l 
TT r R( t j l2 i } - ( - i ° I ( l o g ( - > } R L 0<R<1 
t ^Tn7 I R J 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t 
^S 1 2 
— l o g ( - ).-^%i2n) . 
t R 
The posterior distribution of K(t> is unimodal and hence 




f ^ 1 2 2S 1 1 
L t J H ( U J t „ f H ( t n J 
r ( H ( U i l n - l r ! R ( t ; | ' \ ( s / t > - l 
r IRCtiJ i n - l p fRCti} "i ( s / t ; - l 
i iote t h a t from t h e s a s p l i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n of 6 « x v;e know 
Uia t t h e 100 (1-^ i ^ conf idence l i m i t s of 9 a r e 
P t t r fR(t>J TR(t>) -\ 
I exp{ J . expC } ^ « C. , Cjf 1 
I t fo l lows t h e r e f o r e t h a t c r e d i b l e and ccxifidence i n t e r v a l s 
f o r 9 and H( t ; a r e i d e n t i c a l . The s i t u a t i o n i s analogus 
t o t h e one where t h e Bayes e s t i n t a t o r s f o r c e r t a i n p r i o r s a r e 
t h e same as t h e c l a s s i c a l e s t i m a t o r s . 
Theorem^f , 1 . For t h e tvo<-paraBieter expcMaential p . d . f • 
I exp f - -^^^^ 1 # X > M # e > O , t h e 1 0 0 ( 1 - T > X c r e d i b l e 
i n t e r v a l fo r M i s 
^ L^ * S J - I ^ ' '^ s 1 • 
Pfggf I- k'«e have p . d . f . 
1 (x-M> 
f (xlM#S) » - ejqp f - -—— J , x > M # 0 > O 
0 8 
The marg ina l p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i c m of M i s given by 
where 
{S+n x j^^}**-^ . s " -^ H l i 
Xhe 100(l<-ir>^ c r e d i b l e l i m i t s M« and ^2 ar® t^^e s o l u t i o n 
o£ t h e equa t i ons 
•" " J> ^ TT^Uis; dM » r^^^^ TT^iMix; dM-
we have 
7 Ml « 
- - / j TT^(Ml2jJdM » - / 
e s + n x Q . dty 
n s+nx^j^.-nM y 
J: _ r i „ ^ 1 
t 
which l e a d s t o ,->,^^..,) *_ (^5-yu,)^-^ (*^^":J 
r n°(n-l>'y 1 H - d / h - l ) 
^ L ic (x;""^J 
S i m i l a r l y 
r n n-1 n'^(n-li ' r 1 
,^  . X - I ( . ; « -^ I 
l  (n-li-j - | - ( i / n - l J 
• , . (4.2.4J 
L 6 2C 
Tlwjs the luO(l-7^ /i credible interval for M is given by 
• c**'' '4'"]-\-^i-
4.3 tiOHHAL olttTRlBUTIOm Z 
Consider the well-known normal p.d.f 
/J 
2 
The posterior distributico) of M and 0 is given by 
_ . ^ C 1 ^ 2 
TT(MiCF Igi « - j ^ exp { - — j^ji A • n(x-M^ J }# - < M <• , ej>0 
o 2o 
where C i s normalizing cons tant . 
IN||i<VALa^FOR M, AMD g_ ! 
Integrating out M and restoring the noroializing 
constant C , the marginal posterior density for 0^ is 
given by 
iT^(o Is; . (A/2; ~ — _ y . ^ ^ _ ^ ... (4.3.i^ 
^ n-l/2 1 exp(- A/2o ) 
Similarly tl^ marginal posterior of Ai is given by 
/"n 1 
TT(MIX; • - - — - T — ~ t ~ 7 yrn:igT2"Tgy ••• t4 .3 .2; 
/A B( | , S ^ ; [ 1 + 21^:31* ]*^/2 
2 2 
From (4.3,1; it follows A/5 is distributed as ay 
with (n-l; degrees of freedom. For (I-T; equal-tall credible 
interval fT,, TS\ , T. < T^ must satisfy the conditions 
- « r^  ^ TT^(o^ix; do^ - r^ TT^(o^ix; do^ 
- » p ( T^ <. o* ; 
2 ^ " 
f O 
? 2 A 2 t 2 
2 T^ 2 ^"2 
A 2 If A 
Hence —> •« X (1 - -# n-lJ or T^ «B —•-——-——— 
where* 
2 V 2 
(is., 'V j » upper 100K% point of a 91, distritxitiOTi 
with '>' degrees of freedom, 
s i m i l a r l y 
- « P (0** < T,) - P(X > — ; 
2 -^  T^ 
which implies that 
fj " X ( 5 . n - 1 > 
A 
1^ " Zp'{T^l~'^' 
2 • 
Thus th« <1 " 1) equal-tail credible interval of a ^^ 
^i\ , n-l> ^(1 - \ , wl) 
• • • V 4 »i »it 
which is the satne as the classical (l-i>-confidence interval, 
2 The posterior distribution of a in {^^^^x i ts 
unimodal• Hence shortest credible interval and the Ht D 
intervals are the same. 
The (1-7 > - MPD interval C H^ ,^ H^ J must simultaneously 
satisfy 
A 2 A 






A l l 
«- — ( «—«- — —«— j 




i . . . (4 .3.5J 
It follows from (3.2i that 
/ *n^ (M-x> 
^ ! 
follows stud«»it's<-t distributioo with (n-li degree of 
freedom. Also tim posterior distributicm of M is unimodal 
and symmetric abc»it x. Hence the (l-t)-equal-tail credible* 
shortest credible and HPD intervals for M are identical. 
Such an interval fH^ # H^l must satisfy the conditi(»a 
1 
0^ (H -xKn^ 
1-t - p(H^ < M < H^; » p |-rn ("i-x^  < t < —prrr 
|-t(-,n-lJ<. t < t(-,n-i; 
]_ 2 2 
. S 7 
H - X - — t ( - , n - l i 
^ VS 2 
li,. « x - f — { - • n-1 i 
^ /n 2 
J 
... (4.3.6) 
where t(K,a> • lOCttC/. point of Student 'sr-t d i s t r i bu t i on 
with rt) degree of freedom. 
t >i 
SSSS£iS-i» *^*® (1-ti-HPD I n t e r v a l s of M I S t h e same as t h e 
c l a s s i c a l I1 -7J -conf idence I n t e r v a l fo r M (wowlader and 
Sinha^ a 9 8 4 j j . 
4 .4 Mii^ iaULL iJl^TRIBUTION I 
Theorem4-4«l. For ^^eibull pa ramete r s p and 9 , Bayes 
ep 
estlfaates uncier Jeffrey's prior g(e,p> a — # p > C, > 0 
(w,r.t squared error loss fvmction; are 
U> IQUd-^^/i. equal-tall credible interval Icj^ ^ ^C^^M 
such that 
r ^ TT (pijo djF - / , . TT (pixidp - -
(pi (pi 
and 1 0 0 ( l - ^ i ^ s h o r t e s t - c r e d i b l e i n t e r v a l |^  h^ ^h^ } 
such t h a t 
TT f h | P ^ i 2 I - TT r h^P^ijj J 
( i i i 100 (1 -7 i^ e q u a l - t a i l c r e d i b l e i n t e r v a l \pj^^* C^^^J 
such t h a t 
c t 
J ^ TT2(eixi d0 • /^g^ TT2(eis> de » -
and loo(l-7i/4 shortest credible interval |h£ .h^ ] 
such that 
TT^ C hl^ -'ljj J - n^f h^®^s i 
P£ogf• (1y Consider weibul1 p.d.f• 
>3 
f ( x l 8 , p ; » - X exp( - - ) , x , p , e > 0 . 
e 9 
1 
using J e f f e r y ' s p r io r qiQ,p) a - r • 
Xhe j o i n t pos te r io r densi ty i o r (B#p> as given by 
n-1 p-l 1 i^ xf 
tU9,pts>& p X -H+1 ®^^" "^ — ^ . . . 14.4.1) 
n 
where x » 
i - 1 ^ 
In tegra t ing out 9 in ^4,4.1) we have marginal pos ter ior 
df p given toy 
n-1 p-1 n p n 
1 ^ i - 1 
r ipljc; - *^ n P X / ^ ^ X. J , p > 0 . . . (4.4.2) 
- 1 ca> n-1 p-1 p n 
where K « ^ p x / ( E Xj^  ) . . , , (4.4.2a) 
Using the &quared-error loss function we car.pute Bayes 
estifliator 
oc n p-1 n p n 
\ T 
i a l 
(pljj; » Kp ^ p X / ( r^ x^ ^ dp . . . . (4.4.3) 
At this fKjint we reuort to nximerical integration of (4.4,2a) 
and i4,4,3> since integrals involved do not exist in closed 
forms, v.e may also use (4.4.2) to tabulate the posterior 
TT and hence finds its made as well as various intervals 
I 
icr p using a numerical integration compute routine, we 
may find 100(1-7>,* equal-tail interval TcJ^^, Co^^j such that 
r^ TT(pig; dp « /, , TT(pix> dp - - . 
o 1 c^/^ 2 2 
«tje may further find 100 il-^) % shortest credible interval 
f h|^^, h^^' j where h\^^ and h^P^ satisfy 
<p) ip> 
TT ! h, I 21 J - TT C h„ 1 x 1 
1 -^  I ^ 
as well as 
. 4 
'1 ^tp) 'fT^P»25><3p - 1 - 7 
we know that if TTCpljii is uniroodal« the shortest credible 
interval f hj^^, h.^ ^^  1 is also called the HPD-interval. 
iii> i:Hiif*i^^S.£gS,§ • 
Integrating out 8 in (4«4.1> we detain the marginal 
posterior of 9 given by 
n 
1 ^ n-1 p-1 iSi''? 
Tl^ ieijti - Kg ---J / p X exp(- i-i-i>dp. 0 > 0 
0 o 0 
where K* » TTnT f p A / ( r x f i d p , 
i«>l 
Again resorting to numerical integration we may compute 
i^Q and the Bayes estimator 
n-1 p-1 
Muirierlcal integration allows us to tabulate TT^txJ 
and k.iOix), so that we may also numerically determine the 
tnode, compute f C^ , ^ -a '• ^^ equal-tail interval of 
confluence (l-iT^  where 
o C^ 2 
and the shortest credible interval f h, # hi Hor 
(Q i 
HPD, i£ the posterior of 9 is unimodalJ where h^" and 
h^ are such that 
TT^ { h^ I 31 J - TT^ f h^ I X i 
f^  TT^ ieia^ ^ « i-i 
^1 
as well as 
r^ TT ( p I X ; dp - 1 - 7 
h{P^ 
we know that if TTtpljjj is uniniodal, the shortest credible 
interval |] h^^ , **2 J ^^ also called the HPD-interval. 
tor the v»eibull density the reliability at any time 
t is given by 
^ E ^ Vtlp,e> » exp ( - t^\0) 
which is a function o£ p and 9 and with a posterior 
distribution h(Rixi. we first transform (p,0> to (R, J 
where K » exp ( - t^/9; and w » p 
Jacoioian o£ transformati<xi 
2 
I J I « t / t RClog R) J 
using ( 4 . 4 . 1 ; we have the Jo in t pos ter ior of (R, w; 
1 n-1 ^ n-1 p-1 (r y j - l ) 
h(i<,v»ljt> aUog-> / W \ R . . . ( 4 . 4 . 4 ; 
R o 
Integrating (4.4.4j with respect to W yields the marginal 
posteriors of K as 
1 n-1 «2 n-1 n-1 (fylf-lJ nw 
h, (klxi » K (log -> / W X R "^  A <a« ...(4.4.5i 
^ ' ^ R o 
where 
J i , n-1 =o n-1 n-1 (fyj-i; nw 
K / » ^tlo^i ( / w \ R / t d.v J dR 
i< O t<- Q 
^ n-1 n-1 nw 1 1 n-1 (ry^-l) 
« ^ ^ X / t f ^  (log-; R ^ dR } dvv 
...(4.4.6; 
If in the inner integral of (4.4.6; we let u » 1O9R 
we have. 
--_ "^  "-^ "'•^ "**W « """' 
o 
__ ex? n-1 n-1 n 
fJn) / w X / ( rxj j dw , 
o 
Substituting noxsRallzing constant K in (4.4.5> we obtain 
the marginal posterior distribution of R and hence we 
may obtain the posterior mean and mode and construct the 
credible, shortest credible or HPD~intervals of R by 
numerical integration. (Sinha and Guttman, 19&4ji . 
4,5 aAY^S PQIKT AMDXKTgRVAL .ESTIMATORS FOR FAILURE^ K^ATE I 
4 . 5 , 1 . Ttte PQISSOtI PROC£SS_;.^ ^aM<MA^^SAMPLIIiG^^^ THE 
(cuMSTAHTj ^ FAXI^ URE RATE 
A polsslon process i s i den t i f i ed as a process t ha t 
generates random times betn^een f a i l u r e X, with exponential 
p m ^ a b i l i t y dwisity, 
f (x ie i » oc""^^ , Q < X <^ , B > 0 
m 0 e l s e ^vhere 
A random sample (X,, X,, ...,x i from this distribution 
results in sufficient statistics T « r Xj, , which has ganmia 
distribution with scale paraaeter A and shape paraneter n . 
This explains why the sampling process is called garama 
sartpling. liere we use the statistics (X., X^^ •••# X J instead 
of '£ m T x^ as the conditioning statistics. Actually the 
|M>st^urior distributicMEi o£ A i s t3m sane im e i t h e r cas« . ID 
wbat follows we a iscuss tlMi corapiet« sw^pi« c a s « . X£ tlw 
84Kiple i s c«»soc«cl a t r <. n f a i l a r«8 or a t t i n e t o the 
<»KBditioiii]ig (si iff iciei i t i s t a t i s t i c la, c«8|>ectively. 
r r 
E X, + (o-r j x^ or t K. 4- im^ri t ^ . 
I f t he f a i l u r e times ocxaure i n orSer, i . e . , X, < x^ <•••< : ^ « 
the pos t e r io r d i s t r i l ^ t i c m i s unaffected* 
Sui;^ pose that 
ft^ !•! -^ i© 
» O else where 
For a «• i « O , the prior density for A i» prcyportional to 
**1 6 • Then since ran^ kam sampling is assumed 
f (jtj^# ..,,31^ 10^  « TT 0 e 
i«l 
^n "^T 
• 8 e ^ , 
v^ iere I* m t x^ , so that 
a*^  -^t-n-l --0(a+T> 




Th« pos ter ior dis tr ibut icai o£ ^ i s thus ganraa with s c a l e 
parameter a^ t-T and shape parameter ^•i'n. As previous ly , i £ 
the su f f i cdent s t a t i s t i c T *• S x^ ^ i s used as the conditicmiiig 
s t a t i s t i c * 
e^ n - i «eT 
l(n> 
a^ ^+n-l o - l -\(a+T> 
f (T»ei - -?-";--J^ X ^ « 
a^  ^ - 1 p(^^n; 
Thus f (T> « —^rrrrr-- • -
so that 
The mean of the ganoaa d i s t r i i » i t i o n i s the sh^pe parameter 
divided by the s c a l e parameter, so tha t the pos ter ior mean i s 
f + n 
ii ( -^ l x , # X 2 * . • • # X _ ^ « — — . 
*• ^ ° a + T 
for large n the pos ter ior mean i s approximately n/T , v«hich 
i s the c l a s s i c a l maximum l i k e l i h o o d est imate of Z\ • 
4 . 5 , 2 . TH _^PQISSQti^ ^PRQC£fS_;^ POIoSUN ^^PLINQ^_TO^^g?||^4|g_?^ 
jCOtiSTAHTj gAl%OR£_^ RAT£ ^ I 
In ttw a n a l y s i s of the preceding s e c t i o n the number of 
times to failiure obserrcKi w«s h«ld fixed at n and. 
T » r X4_ was a random variable. This has the disadvantage 
that it is not known that how much time «d.lX be required to 
record the n failures times. For this reastm the test time 
T t will now he fixed and n « the number of failures^ allo%fed 
to vary. In this situation the distribution of the number of 
failures occurring in fiaced operating time T is given by tlm 




Tmjomtih , gRlOR_ DXSTRlBUTIQ|i, Suppose again that 
aP ^-1 -00 
g t e / a#f i » —— © e 
Thwa 




to+i;)^*'* ^4.n-l -0(CM.T; 
g ( 9 t n > « -• ' •••••--•••• 9 e 
Ptl^n; 
Tim pos t er ior mean i s again 
f + n 
£ ( A inj B — (Mann Schafer, 1973i 
a • T 
CaiAPTER-V 
ACCiI«ifiAT£D LZFi^fS^IMG 
5.1 IMTRQDUCTI^ I 
The more reliable a device* it is nore difficult to 
meamure Its reliability. This is so because many years 
o£ testing undter actiial 0P<ucating conditions %iould be 
required to obtain nunerical laeasures of its reliability. 
Ooe approach to solving this predicaoMOit is to use 
accelerated life tests* in which parts are operated at 
higher stress levels than are required for noxaal use. 
The aim is to observe the perfoxmance of a part at a high 
stress level and ttmit pn^icting tkim performance of the 
part at the normal stress level. 
I>et f (t*6i be a probability da»sity function o£ thiB 
tine->to»fallure random variable of a device in an enviroisaent 
defined by a vector of gwaeralixed stresses ^,9 is a 
vector of parameters. Two asstsnptions are necessary. 
1. The si^erality of the stress levels (characterised by 
gi does not change ttm type of life time distribution, say 
f(t,ei, but the stress levels have an influence on tiM 
values of the parameters. 
2. The relationship bettMt^ n § and g , say § * g(§«a#b>«0, 
is Jcnown, except for one or more of the parameters* a,b,c,,„.. 
'•^'•i 
it is also necessary to assume that the relationship is 
valid for a certain rangm of the elen^its o£ S . 
The objective here is to <^tain estimates of the 
parameters atb«c«•••• based on life tests c^aducted at 
large value o£ § and then to use these estimates to 
make an inference about B in use envirc»iment S,,. 
fiiow« suppose that uiuier the c^astant ai^lication of 
a single stress v. , that is § Z (Vi « a device has an 
eaqp<mcmtial failure distribution given by 
f ^t^ x^ i - Xi« • hi > O , t >Q 
« o # Otherwise 
Here x^^ is the constant hazard rate under a stress v^ / 
and« if 0^ » ^^L ' ^^ t*<^  3j ^^ 1=^ mean time to failure 
under the stress V^ • 
four relationships bet%ireen \. and V. have be«a 
suggests. 
^ • The P^wer^Rule^Mggel 
This model has found application for accelcurated life 
tests of paper-impregaated dielectric capacitors. Here 
^i 
la the model* and t h i s implies t h a t the mean time of f a i l u r e . 
H,] 
e , decr«aa«8 as th« p->th pow«r of the cgpplled vol tag* V. 
I t i s desired to cddtaia point and interval estimates of c 
and P 0 and then to ttse these estimates t^ make inferences 
about e at use voltage V • 
**• The^^Arrhenjtts „R«>yg1S4oB^ .,.gf*te^ «^toNafl 
This model ej^resses tlm time rate of degradaticm of 
scxue device parameter as a functicm of qE>erating tea^jeratare, 
Here 
B 
X* • exp ( A - — > 
^i 
A i s the models vfhere V. i s the taBq;>eratare s tress , and 
and B are uidcnown parameters that amat IM estimated. 
3 . The £vring Mo^l for a s ingle Stress 
This model* derived from principles of quuntoaa mechanics, 
esqpresses the time rate of degradaticm of some ^wice 
parameter as a fxmction of the c^perating ten^;>erature. Here 
the model 
B 
X^  « V^ esq) ( A i 
^ i 
^* The ^ _^ G^«aer a l i ged^ __ fyfrM?Sf »r*^ ?^ ?l^  
This DM>del i s appl icable i f th» dev ice under ccmsidera* 
t ion i s subjected to the constant application of ttiK> types 
of s tresses , a thermal and a nontlrmrmal stress* Here 
Ki - A^i 
B ^ 1 
«xp(CV. -I- --»i 
is the model* wlrare T^ is the thermal and V. the 
nonthermal stress. 
Also A,B,C and D are onJcnotm parameters that must be 
estimated* and K is the universal Boltasmaan's constant* 
whose value is 1.38 x 10*^^ erg/degree kftlvin. 
5.2 COSpUCIXNG THE Aa;£LfaiATED,LIg&^^ TESf^S^ I 
Appose that it has he&a decide to ccmduct li£e tests 
at K accelerated values o£ stress V^* j » 1*2*••• K « on 
a device which under a stJceaa V^ has an esqpon^at at 
failure distriJoution with a scale parameter Xj *" ^  • ^ 
value V^ is next chosen* at random* from the K values 
V4 * J « 1*2* .«• K* and n^ ^ items are put on a life test* 
which is conducted under constant application of the stress 
y . • The test is terminated after r^ ^ failures have 
•ccured* and the respective times to failure t^ ^^  * t^^ «••••< 
^Ei ' '^^^ recorded. This procedure is repeated for all 
the K values of V. * each time choosing a V. ^t random 
from the remaining values of V. . Such a procedure ensures 
an independence of the K life tests thus conducted. The K 
life tests yield* as data* the set f v.* n., r^, 9. 1 , 
i « 1* 2*....* K * where d. is an estimator of 9. . 
The unique minimum variance unbiased efficient estimator 
of e^ 0 0^ i s given aa (Kpstein audi #ol>el« 1954>. 
^ 1-1 -^  i i ;^ 
i 
'^i 
Ttui p»d*f. of 9A is a gmemm density functioii with a shape 
paraiseter r^^ • so that 
^ y r ^ i^ 
r^ > 1 
clearly 
£(0"^ ^ » e^ aod ymxiB^i * -^ 
^i 
Since the models presented here are give» in terms of the 
failure rate x^ . thus tie discuss the estimation of x^ . 
Let x^ m 1/0^ be an estimator of \^ • Then» since 
9(@i > is known* and since ^ is monot^ Eie in 9^, thersfore, 
the p.d.f • of Xj ' ^^Kii ^s given as follows 
ejq>|}-v./&-*.'] r< r< 1 r . - l 
/T?-r 8^  xi ^ 
r. > 1 
i — 
I t follows iroQi the above 
E(v J . - i « i for r. > 1 
r^-1 
and Var(x4i * —•—*^—•••— for r^  > 2 
Thus i^^ i s biased* hotravcr i f i^^ tends to be unbiased 
and also 
5.3 aSTIMATIQN^ ^^ FROM _ACC£L£RAT£p I«IFE. TESTS I 
In th i s section, the esqponMatial fa i lure distributicnn 
i s assvofted and th» estimation proosdures for different 
models are discussed. 
In the preceding section the power rule model was 
given by 
9, . -1 . CO 
^i 
for all values of V. within certain range. 
iaupppse that an accelerated life test* yield as a 
A 
data* the set { V^, n^, r^ * S^ J * i » 1*2* .....K . 
In order to obtain estimators of C and P that are 
asynptotically imtopwadent* we amend tlws power rule model 
slightly to * 
C 
^i 
for all values of Vj^  within tim specified range. 
3 




l a the weighted georaetrlc mean of the V^'s • 
Since the p . d . f . of 9^ ^ « giB^) I s knoim «id s ince 
the randoralsatl<m scheme d i scussed In the sect lcm 5.2 
ensures lndep«nd«ace of the e^ « 1 « 1 « 2 , . . . K the l ike l ihood 
function of C and P # h{C,P\e), csa be w r l t t « i as 
1 r" I" S V D 
^ 1 - 1 /Trj[T L e v 




* 1 r . V. p r , ^ r . - l J^i^i^^i P 
l - i / T r ^ c V ^ c V 
lihere 6 I s the vector (6 ,* e»«.*.d,^i 
WHERE 6 IS THE VECTOR -»• ^ 
tie take l o g of L(C,PI0) 
k r- ^ . - 1 r ' i V< P \ 
log L<c,Pl©> - r l l o g / r . • r . l o g | - - i ( - i ) ) + 
1-lL * L c V -
(r--lilog 0.- -i-i(-ii I . 
* * r V J 
To get maximum Ukellhood estimator of C and P we 
dlfferendate log L(C«Pf0> with respect to C and P and 
equate to zero. Finally we get two equations for C and P, 
t r^  
1-1 ^  
' t 
^ V^  P V. 
and r r. 0, ( -i > log ( -i j « o 
1«1 * * V V 
The solution of this eqpaaticm can be numerically obtained. 
The^  Aryheniua ^  Reaction ^, Rate, Model 
This model is givan as 
X^ - e>q> r A - B /V^J 
using the se t of data f V^ ,^ n^ *^ r^ « ^i ^ ' i • 1« 2 , . • .K , 
i t i s desired to predict a value of \ , say x^ » under seine 
use c(»dit ions s tress V , 
To <^9tain estimators of the parameters A and B that are 
asynaptotically indepwident* we anend the model s l ight ly to 
- 1 ^ 
X^  - e3q? (^  A - B ( V^  - V j J 
for all values of V^ within the specified r«age« 
is tlKs weighted mean of the vT « s . 
we know that 
®i 
1 ;- -1 _ --1 





Thus the likelihood function o£ A and B , L(A,B1X) can 
be written as 
^ _-i r ^i "^ 1 
L.(A,BIA.> » TT / ^ exp - -* esqpC A-B (V. - ^J)f . 
1-1 ^ '- Xl ^ " 
-r.-lr- -1 _ ir. 
.(X^ i ^ [r^«xp(A-B(v^- ^))j 
where \ ^s ^^^ vector ( x^' ^2'***** Nc ^ * 
Now talcing log o£ L(A«Bi\> , we get 
k ^-1 r. -1 . ^ ~*^ i"l 
log L(A,Blxi - £ logA* - -= e3cp(A-B(V. - v;i+ log(\.i 
•** Al 
^ r^ log r^ + r^JA-B(v^ -^^j • 
Hov dlfferenclatlng with respect to A and equating to zero. 
We get 
r r. - r -i eaqpl A-B (V. - V; > A - O 
1-1 ^ Lmi JC^; ^ -^ 
Similarly dlfferenclatlng with respect to B the likelihood 
function and equating to zero «e gcrt: 
Jt r. -1 r- - 1 - 1 
t -*(V. - V> expf AtB(V. ' V)i - 0 
soluticm of this equation gives us the estimation of A and 
B. 
0 
In the previcms soction the discussion was based on the 
fact that life tests are conducted at K accelerated values 
of the environroental stress. H&TB we assume that the stress 
is an increasing function of time. The material presented 
here is due to the work of Allen (1939^. 
The following definiti<»is fomalize the notions of 
accelerated life tests with increasing stress. 
Let F(.> and G(.> be two coranulative distribution 
functions such that 
Fioi - G(o> « O 
Here yu> is called an acceleration of F(,J if F(t>^ -(t; 
for all t. For any two distri]»ition functions* there exists 
a function f such that 
G(t> - F I t(t> ) for all t . 
If G(t) is an acceleration of F(t;« then f is called an 
accelerating function, and f(ti is strictly increasing in 
t, the test is texsted as an increasing stress test. 
If h<t> is hazard rate of F(t> and if h»(ti is 
the hazard rate of G(t> » a sufficient ccmdition for G(tj 
to be an acceleration of F(t^ with an accelerating function 
ftti is that 
h*(tJ > h(ti for all t . 
Mow condider the case whan fit) is an exponential 
distribution with hazard rate x^ > O , then 
F(t> a 1 - exp (. - At ) and li<t^  » x # ^ or t > Q 
(a> l£ h (ti were given as 
h*(t> • ax , a > 1 
C t ! 
- ^ h*(xi dx f 
• 1 - exp ( - a^t ) • 
Since F(t> ^ G(t; for all t , it follows that G{J is 
an acceleration of F(.> with an accelerating function 
f(t^ - at , 
Thus if a device having an exponential failure distri-
bution F(t> is sisbjected to an accelerated life test with 
an accelerating functicm that linerarly increases in time* 
the resulting life distribution G(t> is also expcmential, 
as shown above. 
(bj If h*(t; were given as 
h*(tj - A t " 
Then G(t> « 1 - exp 1 / h*(xi dx i 
. i . e x p r ~ t » * ^ i . 
'—n+l — 
If we put n+1 - a and \/(n+lJ » 0 then G(t; • l-exp(-Pt; 
a 
and this implies that G(t> is a Wcdball distribution 
function• 
For a given value of \ # i t i s t o b e noted that Git) 
is greater than F(t> , vdienever t** > n+1 , implying that 
G(t> is a restricted accelerating of F(t^ with an 




Thus if a device having an exponantial failure distribution 
with a scale parameter x is subjected to an accelerated 
t^ life test with an accelerating function given by -~ , 
The resulting life distril:Hition is a weibull distribution 
with a shape parameter a and scale parameter x/a • 
^•5 FACTORIAL DgSIGMS IN ACCELERATgD LIF£ TgSTIHG : 
zelen (19S9> deals with the establishment of desirable 
conditions for inference from accelerated life tests. For 
the design of optimum accelerated life testa experiments 
Mann U972i^ liraybill U961>; Kanpthrome (1952> gave the 
use of certain concepts from experim«ital design models. 
Consider a device that is subjected to the simultaneous 
application of two stresses (constant in time^« say V and T. 
Suppose that the failure diatributian of this device is 
exponential for all ccxobinations of the values of V and T. 
Let the number of different values that V and T can take be 1) 
and T' # respectively. 
In ej^erlmental design work it is common {iractice to 
refer to the stresses or conditions as factors, the 
different values of these factors as levels, and a 
particular combination of these levels as a treatment 
combination. Thus, if i and J refer to i~th and j-th 
levels of V and T , respectively, thoa i >• 1,2, ....^ ,* 
J m 1,2, •«....,T ,* and (ijj denotes a treatmeant combi-
nation of Vji^  and T. • In particular, if V denotes a 
voltage stress and T a temperature stress, tlw total 
n\;uiiber of different treatm«Qt cocnbinaticms for this experi-
ment will b^ "))% Suppose that, for each treatment combination, 
n devices are put on a life test, which is terminated after 
exactly r failures occur. If the values of V^, i«l,2,...^ 
and T., j • 1,2, ...T' , denote the different conditions 
of acceleration. 
x*et e.M denote the mean time to failure of the device 
when the voltage stress is at V and the temperature stress 
i 
at T. clearly, under the assumption of e3q;>onentiaIity, 
-1 -1 
f(t;e^.i - 0^. exp ( - t 9^ .> , t > O 
m 0 otherwise 
is the failure density under V. and X. . 
To be able to analyze the effect of the factors v and 
T on Q** » suppose that 0^^ is written as 
e ij - "'^i^^ij 
where ttw! quantities Pj. « "^ ^^^ i^ j ^^^ positive 
constants subject to the restrictions 
V 'T V rf 
i i J j i i j J -
In experimoital design work, the is^,^' and 1^ * are known as 
the main effects and w. . 1$ termed the interaction. It 
ij 
follows that 
log 6^. • log ra • log %}^ + log<T^ • log w^. , 
where m is a constant coonoon to all treatment ccsoobinations. 
'^^ represents the contriimtion £rot» level i o£ the 
voltage, and <rf the condition from level j of the tanperature« 
and w. ^  is the contribution dae to the simxiltaneous applica-
tion of V^ and T. . 
An analysis of failure data collected from such a design 
would involve an estimation of the parameters m , j). , <^. 
and w. . for all i and J and a test of tl» hypothesis 
w^. • 1 , which implies that ©4 4 • o» ^l'^\ ^^'^ S.^ "rai^ .<. , 
it is said that tto effects of the two factors V and T are 
completely multiplicative. This is illustrated following 
sittiation . 
£»uppose that the use conditicns environment of the 
device can be r^resented by some low value of the voltage 
stress, say V^ . It is desired to dbtain an estimate of 
mean life Q^ in the use conditions ^Dvironment, Since 
" t 
coculacting a life tmat undar the influooctt of V^ alone is 
time conmMBing* an eccelerated life test is conducted* using 
both a voltage stress aiu^  a temperature stress, l^ et the 
level of the voltage stress and the temperature stress be 
Vjj^  , 1 • 1,2«»».« i? , and t., j«l,2#.,..'^ , respectively. 
The stress level T. are so chos«ti that ei^rgy combination 
of V. and T. , j •il^a**,, '^, is capable of causing an 
acceleraticm in the failure mechanism. 
C^ the basis of results the BM>del is completely 
multiplicative and cme can WCX^M 
log B^^ m log m ••• log v^ + "^^ i • i * 1#2#....*^ 
J - 1»2 r 
A caret (^  > indicate the above quantities are estimated 
from the data* 
An estimate of the mean life e|^  under use condition 
is given by « 
A A A 
log Q-^ m log m 4> log 9^ , 
•ttci a temperature stress is not involved under the use 
conditicms. 
(a> Estimation of Parsoeters 
For the result of section S.2 it is clear that Q^^ , an 
estimator of Q^^ , is given by , 
®^ J • kil ""^^^ * ^'^''^ ^^^^^ ^ 
A 
or that *•* ®ii " i^-j 
iidMure V. . is the term in the square brackets. 
The p«d.£. o£ V. . can be written as 
9(V,j> 
Since there are P'Tg *s « the joint likelihood of the 
V. * s assuming indepenacmce is given by 
'ij V. 
n ef. ^'J ®ij 
Since 9^j m m V^ 'T'. w^ j^ and 
IT :i^.=L n ^. « TT w,. - TT w.. • 1 , 
i i J J i iJ J ^J 
The joint likelihood reduces to 
P(V> « r/TrTJ —^r?7v=~ exp ( - I ™ i i ., ) . 
The maximum likelihood estimators of m« P^^ « 'v^  and w. . , 
subjected to the constraints on them can be fcmnd using the 
Lagrange multipher technique (Kaple-, 19S9i. This technique 
involves setting equal to ssero tiuB partial derivatives with 
respect to m, jp'^ fT^ and w.^ of 
0 
y « L - xx ^  109 H " ^ 2 ^  ^ '^^  "^ " ^  ^ 31 ^  log w^ j 
where the x*s are the Lagranges laultiphers, and h is the 
logritiXB of P(V> that is 
^ V 
L - log/Trl • (r-l; t log V. . - 2;/r log m - r il—-
It can be sho%m that the constrained ML£*s of m, l^ « '^ . and 
w. ^  are 
1/vr 
m - 1/r ( TT V- . ; 
i»l ^J 
- . TT ^ ^ ^^ » 1/rm ( IT V^ J 
3/ A -. lA^ 
i J^ 
and 
/< /\ >i — 1 
w^j - V^j ( r m V^ r^ i . 
Let e(£or *'environoaent'*i denote a description or indeed 
of the environment* i^d suppose here that life time T of 
an itens s\ibjected to environment e has a weibull distribution 
whose parameters, \(e> and ^ie) , are function of e • 
ThAk is, Tg has p.d.f, 
•••• (5.6•!} 
where u <v t < , \ie) > O and /'(oi > O • Complete 
Knowledge of the functions (x^*^^ an<^  ^ •> vKMld determine 
the distribution o£ T for any given environment e . In 
practice, however, the exact nature of \(•> and (•> Is 
unknown, and must be estimated by observing and maicing 
inferences from life time data collected at selected environ-
mental levels. Maximum likelihood {MLi methods are u s ^ to 
estimate certain general types of functional dependencies on 
environmental in the inieibull setting. However, through 
invest!giation ot a wealth of life time data generated under 
various harsh (accelerated^ environR^stal conditions, vhere 
many failure occur, sufficient imsight into x^ *-^  and j'i.,) 
can be ac(|uired to estimate design level properties. 
This effort represents a generalization of work by 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980i who consider, as do Nels<») 
and Meeker U HS), the especial case of unvaring shape 
parameter ^ f{0) •• f 3 • '^ he assumption of P , untenable 
for the canposite t^ crands situation, produces a proportional 
hazards model (5.6.1^ in which the effect on hazard function 
of changing environment is independent of time and multi-
plicative, of collateral interest is working by Singpurwala 
(1971> and l^ elson and Hahn [l972,1973) who explore the 
general regression problem with censored data. Discussion of 
basic accelerated life testing phylosophy and issues is found 
in [197 4f and [1978}. 
MaxJjmuni likelihood estimation procedures are presented 
for analysis of model (5.6«1> based on exact censored, and/or 
grcmpea data. 
Modeling for the shake of matheroatical convenience, but 
at no loss of generality, proceeds from ccmsideration of 
^e - ^n *e • ^^« distribution of Y^ is that of aiej^^Ui^ . 
MiYmxQ aCej « - In \i&i , o-(ej « --—• , and w has extreme 
value density f, (wi s e e , -oix w <<^ . The depen-
dencies a(.) anc ^ri.) will be assisoed to be modeled 
adequately as 
r 
t alej « i; Zj(ej ^j .... (5.6,2a> 
and 
m 
o(ei • r z.Cei p. .... (5.6,2b) 
J«r+1 
for specified set Zj|^ (e>,.... z^ (e> ,..... 3^ (e^ # of fvunction 
of environment ^ 1 ^  r ^ in**l i » and an associated set of 
unknown coeffs ^^, ... ^^ • The problem of estimating the 
dependencies a(.i and <^  t.J accordingly is reduced to 
that of estimating the ^ coefficients. The likelihood 
function it u£ data can be expressed as 
L « c TT rf(w.Voni f TT p(w.;i f TT F(W,; - F(w^i3 . 
•*o 
The solution for | may be obtained on a coo^uter with a 
linear systents software based on iterative tiewton-type 
methodology. The estimation of the following parameters of 
general interest. Each is a function of t which, by the 
in variance principle, less as its M2. estimator the 
corresponding function of £ • 
die ) " T z,(e_> B. , for some specified environmental 




¥ (e i •> a(e_i •i' w o(e^i » the p-th quantile of the distri-p o o p o c- a 
bution of y_^ , 
eo 
where w " I - C " •''11 ^ •'•'"P^  3* *•*** p-th quantile of the 
distribution of X^„ • 
eo 
The estimated variances of the ML estimator &(e^^# 
o(e >, >:(e i and ^ ( • - ^ aJ^ ® expressible in the following 
form [c£ 1973J where V denote estimated variance and C 
estimated covariance I 
r r 
° j-lk.l J o ^ o JJ^  
m m 
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